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ROOSEVELT'S LINCOLN 
Patrick McGrath 

T .R. worshipped the memory of 
Lincoln. Every major speech con
tained some reference to his great 
Republican predecessor. The war 
Lincoln waged was, in Roosevelt's 

mind, the halcyon moment of American 
history; the soJdjers who fought it were 
the epitome of American manliness and 
heroism (even if TR's revered father 
bought his way out of the draft). The sav
ior of the Union dwelt in the pantheon of 
the Republic, with only Washington for 
company. He was a saint in America's 
secular religion, and TR even carried a 
relic: a ring containing a lock of Lincoln's 
hair. In Secretary of State John Hay, he 
also had a Living Link to that halcyon age. 
It is fair to say that Roosevelt was 
obsessed with Lincoln. Indeed, be often 
said that the thrust of hls entire political 
career was to restore the Party of Lincoln 
to the principles of Lincoln. But what. 
exactly, djd that mean? And did he do it? 

Comparing their two presidencies, 

one is struck, at first, by how much 
Roosevelt seemed to misunderstand or 
ignore Lincoln's legacy. To him, Lincoln 
was a man "stirred to his depths by the 
sense of fealty to a lofty ideal," and a 
politician who "worked with keen, practi
cal good sense to achieve results with 
the instruments at hand;" he was "a great 
radical," but also "a wise and cautious 
radical-otherwise he could have done 
nothing for the forward movement." This 
was a romanticized version of Lincoln 
("forward movement" of what?) that 
bears little resemblance to the flesh and 
blood politician who operated in Lhe 
whirlwind of civil war. Seeing only the 
demigod who "preserved the Uruon," 
Roosevelt ignored Lincoln's Lruly rarucal 
achievement: the destruction of slavery 
in the face of not only Southern resis
tance, but of racist, Northern hostility as 
well. Up until 1862, Lincoln had bowed to 
Northern prejudice: he would have 
accepted the continuation of slavery in 
the South as a condition of reunion. But 
when the Conlederates made clear their 
determination to fight not only for the 

perpetuation, but for the expansion of 
their peculiar institution into the new 
western states, Lincoln realized that 
nothing short of total war, and the 
destruction of the entire slave economy, 
was required to end the Confederacy and 
restore the republic. TR was not alone in 
glossing over this aspect of Lincoln's 
legacy. Americans north and south had 
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D etermined, powerful, healthy, robust, leonine were the physi
cal attributes people used to describe him. Socially, he was 
described as equally comfortable at a Fifth Avenue djnner 
party as he was serving a meal to the less privileged or per-

suading peers to contribute to a worthy cause. A gentle character, 
slow to anger, but when riled he could become an intimidating pres- -
ence. He also enjoyed life and was exuberant in dancing or driving a 

'four-in-hand'. His were the joys of a strenuous life. Porty years later, 
these same characteristics were attributed to his son, the 26th 

Teddy"s father. A carte 
photograph from the T.R. 

Birthplace, N.Y.C. 
-------

President of the United States. But, in 1862, these contemporary 
descriptions referred to Theodore Roosevelt Senior. 

His namesake would remark years later "I was fortunate enough 
in having a father whom I have always been able to regard as an ideal 
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From the Publisher "A capacity and taste for reading gives acceBB to 
whatever has already been disco-oered by others. 
It Is the key, or one of the keys, to the already 

solved problems. And not only so; It gives a relish and facility for succeBBfully pursuing the 
unsolved ones. " -A Lincoln, speech ta Wisconsin State Agricultural Society. September 30, /859. 

F 
or those interested in reading primary sources - Lincoln's own words as well as those written by his contemporaries - we are 
pleased to share the following. Effective the week this journal is mailed, the Library of Congress National Digital Library 
Program (and the Manuscript Division) have launched the final release of the Abraham Lincoln Papers at the Library of 
Congress. Found at: http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/alhtml/malhome.html, this final release of the Papers includes 20,000 doc
uments, comprising 61,000 digital images and annotated transcriptions of approXimately 11,000 documents. As detailed in the 

L.O.C. press release: 

The Abraham Lincoln Papers at the Library of Congress contaln items dating from 1833 through 1916. Most of the approximately 20,000 items in this 
release are from the 1850s through Lincoln's presidential years, 1860-65. Treasures include Lincoln's draft of the Emancipation Proclamation; his March 4, 1865 
draft of his second Inaugural Address; and his August 23, 1864 memorandum expressing his expectation of being defeated in the upcoming presidential elec
tion. Other correspondence relating to these treasures provides historical context for understanding how and why they were written. 

The Lincoln Papers richly document historical events of the period, such as the crisis surrounding the reinforcement of Fort Sumter in early 1861, 
the Sioux uprising in Minnesota In the fall of 1862, and the writing of and popular response to the Emancipation Proclamation of 1863. Letters to Lincoln 
from a wide variety of correspondents, friends and legal and political associates from Lincoln's Springfield, Illinois days; national and regional political 
figures and reformers; local people and organizations writing to their president, offer sources on the political, social, and economic history of the times 
as well as Insights into Lincoln's personal and professional life. Included in the Papers are documents written after Lincoln's assassination on April 14, 
1865, such as letters of condolence to his widow, Mary Todd Lincoln, and correspondence between his oldest son, Robert Todd Lincoln, and others. 

The Lincoln Papers came to the Library of Congress from Robert Todd Lincoln who arranged for their organization and care shortly after his father 
was assassinated. At that time, Robert Todd Lincoln had the Lincoln Papers removed to Illinois, where they were first organized under the direction 
of Judge David Davis of Bloomington, Lincoln's longtime associate. Later, Lincoln's presidential secretaries, John G. Nicolay and John Hay, assist
ed in the project. In 1874, most of the Lincoln Papers returned to Washington, D.C., and Nicolay and Hay used them in the research and writing of 
their ten-volume biography. In 1919, Robert Todd Lincoln deposited the Lincoln Papers with the Library of Congress and deeded them to the Library 
In 1923. The deed stipulated that the Lincoln Papers remain sealed until twenty-one years after his own death. On July 26, 1947, the Lincoln Papers 
were officially opened to the public. 

Annotated transcriptions that accompany the digital images of items in the Papers were provided by the Lincoln Studies Center, under contract 
to the Library of Congress. The Center Is located at Knox College, Galesburg, Illinois, and was established in 1997. It is headed by noted Lincoln schol
ars and editors Rodney 0. Davis and Douglas L. WIison. The Lincoln Studies Center created annotated transcriptions for all the documents In Lincoln's 
own hand and, in addition, annotated transcriptions for nearly 50 percent of the other items, which consist mostly of Llnooln's incoming correspon
dence. Annotation for Lincoln's autograph documents include a headnote providing historical and documentary context, as well as annotations on the 
content of the document. Annotations for incoming correspondence typically identify persons and organizations writing to Lincoln or referred to in the 
documents. explain terms and events, and provide brief historical context. These fully searchable 
transcriptions and annotations dramatically extend access to the Abraham Lincoln Papers and 
enhance their teaching and research value. This release completes the online presentation of the 
Abraham Lincoln Papers at the Library of Conoress. 

Now, thanks to new technology, research and insight becomes that much more acces
sible ... to everyone! 

This issue marks the conclusion of our seventh year publisblng this journal. Thank you for 
your generous support - we look forward to starting our 8th year this summer! ~ 

7,-d,-

Rail Splitter Editor Martin Carlino discovered this distinc
tive statue In Washington While researching his article In 
our last issue. It Is a bronze located in a quiet, meditative 
comer of the stairwell at the parclose arch of washlngton's 

PUBLIC 
WORKS National Cathedral. II ls one of the few bronze statues 

depicting Lincoln In the attitude of prayer. llle sculpture Is 
entitled 'Lincoln in Prayer' with a height of 41" inches 

including the base and was executed by Herbert Houck of 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania and dedicated in 1934. During the CIVIi War, Houck's grandfather claimed that 

while walking through the fields at Gettysburg, he witnessed Lincoln kneeling In the leaves praying. While 
most likely apocryphal, the reminiscences of his grandfather inspired the artist 
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---------------- THE RAIL SPLITTER---------------Roosevelt on Lincoln, cont. 
abandoned Reconstruction and tired of racial problems by the 
turn of the century. The "separate but equal" formula of Plessy 
was the keynote of the era. 

By 1901, Roosevelt, like many of his fellow Republicans, 
could glibly endorse the principle of racial equality, while taking 
few pains to recall how much was required to end slavery, and 
how much remained to be done to achieve true racial equality. 
It's a measure of how poorly he understood racism in America 
that Roosevelt was actually surprised by the vehement response 
to Booker T. Washington's visit to the White House. He found it 
"literally inexplicable," and was "very melancholy that such feel
ing should exist" in any part of the country. While he bravely 
defended his action- "I would not lose my self-respect by fear
ing to have a man like Booker T. Washington to dinner ii it cost 
me every political friend I have got"-he also avoided courting 
this kind of trouble in the future. Never again did he invite a 
Black leader to dine with him in the White House. Lincoln's con
cerns for the rights of Black Americans were 
little evident in TR's incessant Invocations of 
the Great Emancipator; even less did he dwell 

controlling the big corporations without paralyzing the energies 
of the business community." Cautious, judicious regulation; 
selective anti-trust suits; arbitrating between strikers and 
employers; reforming the worst depredations of the factory sys
tem-these were the methods that Roosevelt used to find a mod
erate, middle way through America's tumultuous industrial rev
of ution. He took Lincoln's ideals of initiative, uplift, mobility, and 
individual liberty, and fitted them-however imperfectly-to the 
complex, corporate, polyglot America that he found before him. 

"Our forefathers raced certain perils which we have out
grown," TR said in his 1905 Inaugural Address. ''We now face 
other perils the very existence of which it was Impossible that 
they should foresee. Modern life is both complex and intense," 
he said, and "the conditions which have told for our marvelous 
material well-being, which have developed to a very high degree 
our energy, self-reliance, and individual initiative, have also 
brought the care and anxiety inseparable from the accumulation 

of great wealth in industrial centers." The 
Llncolnian values were still important, and 
had to be continued, but there also had to 

oo Lincoln's assault on the "property" of the 
slaveholders. 

Speaking on his 
predecessor's regard for 

Lincoln ... 

"Nobody admires him more, 
but resembles him less than 

[Theodore Roosevelt]" 

-President WIiiiam Howard Taft, 1912. 

TR had no interest in destroying anybody's 
property. In fact, he was greatly disturbed by 
those who talked of expropriation and revolu
tion in the early twentieth century. Roosevelt 
was not alone-and not far wrong-in seeing 
the labor struggles of his time, the strikes, the 
shootings, Homestead and Haymarket-as the 
harbingers of a new civil war, a class war this 
time, pitting rich against poor, capitalist against 
worker. Lincoln had talked about the rights of .. ,iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii■■-

be a role for an active, powerful President to 
mediate between competing interests-to 
strike the "square deal" between capital and 
labor, to keep the peace and preserve the 
Union. This was where TR most closely fol
lowed in Lincoln's footsteps: in his belief 
that the president-the presidency-had to 
be a moral force in national politics. The 
scale and complexity of economic and polit
ical Lile had changed since Lincoln's day, but 
TR knew that as long as American govern
ment and American democracy remained 
rooted-as Lincoln rooted it-in the interevery man to be his own economic master, to be an 

independent, self-sufficient farmer or worker. He waged the Civil War 
to remove the cancer of slave labor from the American economy. But 
in TR's time, workers faced the problem of wage slavery. How could 
anyone truly be their own economic master in a complex, techno
logical economy dominated by massive, corporate giants? 

Here is where TR's version of Lincoln-the cautious radl
cal-proved effective. Roosevelt would not dismantle the big 
corporations or the labor unions (in spite of shaking his fist 
under J.P. Morgan's nose and his blood-thirsty fantasies about 
lining up strikers against a wall and shooting them). He would 
work with these forces. "Somehow or other," Roosevelt told 
George Trevelyan in 1905, "we shaU have to work out methods of 

est of the common man. then all would be well. In Lincoln's day 
the interests of the common man were served by the destruction 
of slavery; in TR's time, it was served by the preservation or cor
porate productivity and individual initiative. 

After his election in 1904, Roosevelt said he "owed my elec
tion ... above all to Abraham Lincoln's 'plain people'; to the folks 
who work hard on the farm, in the shop, or on the railroad, or 
who own little stores, little businesses ... I would literally, not fig
uratively, rather cut off my right hand than forfeit by an improp
er act of mine the trust and regard of these people.•· Lincoln 
would have put it less gruesomely, but he would have recog
nized a kindred political spirit in TR. 1'M 

"Lincoln is my hero. He was a man of the people who always felt with and for the people, but 
who had not the slightest touch of demagogue in him ... His unfaltering resolution, his quiet, 
unyielding courage, his infinite patience and gentleness, and the heights of disinterestedness 
which he attained whenever the crisis called for putting aside self, together with his far-sight
ed, hard-headed common sense point him out as just the kind of chief who do most good in a 
democratic republic like ours." (Letter to Sir George Otto Trevelyan, March 9, 1905J 

"I never go into the White House and through the corridors and up the stairs. .. without thinking of 
old Uncoln. .. shambling, homely, with his strong, salt deeply,furrowed face, all the time. I see him 
in the different rooms and in the halls." (Quoted in Theodore Roosevelt and His 7imes, Joseph Bishop, 1920.) 
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---------------- THE RAILSPLITTER ---------------
Man in the Arena, cont. 

A rare imprint: T.R. Senior's report to Lincoln on 
Civil War allotments from New York. 

man." A prominent member of New York 
City's upper social circle, as well as a tire
less and dedicated philanthropist, his 
efforts seemingly touched every aspect 
of New York City's social and philan
thropic activities. He was the quintes
sential man-behind-the-scenes, never 
stepping largely into the spotlight, but 
affecting Institutions and social charita
ble programs with a force of a dominant 
personality that was balanced by subtle
ty and good grace. His Impact was just as 
great on individuals as Institutions. His 
son, while campalgning in 1900, was sur
prised to be approached by the Governor 
of Alaska who, as a young New York City 
orphan, was directly Impacted by TR 
Senior's work with the city's "other hali" 
as social commentator Jacob Riis would 
later call them. In truth, Theodore 
Roosevelt Senior was only mildly inter
ested in the mercantile business that 
generated their substantial income. His 
true passion was for the various orgaru
zatlons which he founded, helped in 
founding, or participated in, such as: 
New York Orthopedic Hospital, American 
Museum of Natural History, Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, Children's Aid Society, 
and the Newsboy's Lodging House. He 
would often spend evenings away from 
home and reinforced these values by 
bringing his children to watch and learn 

by his charitable example. 
His loving yet stern fatherly qualities 

made him "the most intimate friend of 
each of his children .. ." and the "chie.l 
deity of the nursery" as his daughter 
Corinne remarked years later. Yet, to the 
future President of the United States, 
Theodore Senior was "the only man of 
whom I was ever really afraid." For the 
lour children, it was an idyLlic and privi
leged upbringing with private tutors, 
trips abroad, ponies, and country homes; 
howver, the family's domestic tranquility 
was not immune to the bloody confllct 
that tore the country apart in 1861. 

Theodore's wile, Martha Bulloch, or 
"Mittie", as she was affectionately known, 
was petite with dark hair and a porcelain 
complexion. Born to a genteel Georgia 
family, she and Theodore had a loving 
and admired relationship. To observers 
outside the family, Theodore's doting on 
and love for her were so evident as to 
redefine the term gentleman. Still, the 
difficult times strained even this 
strongest of affections. As the growing 
clouds of civil war gathered, it became 
apparent that it would certainly be a dif
ficult period for the Roosevelt family. The 
Roosevelts were either Republicans or 
"War Democrats" (Democrats who sup
ported Lincoln during the Civil War), 
loyal to the union. Members of the 
Bulloch family would take up arms with 
the Confederacy. Mittie remained, as her 
son Theodore would write, "to her dying 
day an unreconstructed southerner." 
Never one to shirk obligations, Theodore 
Senior agonized over his role and hired a 
substitute soldier. While acceptable with
in his circle, certainly the moral sub
tleties of thJs action would never be far 
from the socially heightened conscious 
of a man of his mores. As his daughter 
Barnie would write In a private memoir, 
"He always afterward feJt that he had 
done a very wrong thing in not having put 
every other feeling aside and Joined the 
absolute fighting forces." Yet, his impact 
on the soldiers and future generations of 
those serving their country would be sig
nificant and certalnly greater than if he 
had soldiered. Years later the junior 
Theodore would feel the need to atone 
for his father's civilian status during the 
Civil War by himself going into battle. 
Theodore Senior's considerable contri
butions to the Union cause through char
itable work would for history, If not for 
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his son, more than offset his decision not 
to go to battle. 

Just twenty-nine years old at the 
start of the war, the elder Roosevelt 
became engaged In such organizations as 
the Loyal Publication Society, the Union 
League Club, and the Protective War 
Claims Association - all true to his chari
table passion. Most importantly, despite 
his natural distaste for politics, he and 
two other New Yorkers, William E. Dodge 
Jr. and Theodore Bronson, began a lob
bying campaign to ensure that families 
with the sole breadwinner sent oH to 
fight under the flag were provided for. 
The army encampments of the day were 
a mix of martial display and societal 
scourge. Everything from gambling to 
liquor to women were avaJJable to the 
weak of spirit or Just the mlschJevous
but, all at a cost for which ultimately the 
soldiers' families would pay. Often no 
amount of their meager pay would make 
it past the wagons of the "sutlers" as the 
purveyors of these vices were called. To 
remedy this, Theodore Senior and his 
colleagues lobbied for legislation which 
would establish an AJJotment 
Commission and a system through which 
soldiers could send a portion of their 
salaries home. This was a natural exten
sion of Theodore Senior's work with fam
ilies and orphans within the city, 
although now, his work would extend 
throughout the theatre of the war. As the 
war, still In its inlancy, raged, and with 
thoughts never far from family, Theodore 
Senior wrote to Mittie: "I wish we sympa
thized together on thJs question of so 
vital moment to our country." 

Upon arriving in Washington to seek 
congressional and presidential nods for 
his initiatives, Theodore Roosevelt 
Senior called at the Lincoln White House, 
once described by Presidential Secretary 
John Nicolay as an "ill-kept and rickety 
concern.~ Upon receiving an audience 
with President Lincoln, Theodore wrote 
to his wife, "I obtalned a room at 
Willard's, dressed myself and called upon 
Hay, explalned my object In a few words 
and was immediately shown Into the next 
room where the President sat." The 
acquaintance of the ebullient John Hay, 
Lincoln's private secretary, would spur a 
lasting relationship, which would end 
with John Hay serving as Secretary of 
State during the younger Theodore's 
presidency. Lincoln received TR Senior 
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promptly, and the presence of these two 
large, impressive men in one room must 
have been worth seeing: the youthful 
and enthusiastic Theodore with the 
brooding Lincoln. The rambunctious 10-
year-old Willie Llncoln entering the room 
"and the President's expression of face 
then for the first time softened into a 
very pleasant smilen further heightened 
the scene. Lincoln endorsed Roosevelt's 
paperwork for the commission. As a tes
timony to his contagious personality 
(apparently, a genetic trait!), TR Senior 
was welcomed into the Lincoln family's 
inner circle. Invited by John Hay to the 
presidential pew at St. John's Church, 
Theodore perceived that many in the 
congregation mistook him for Lincoln! 
With a presidential signature, Theodore 
Senior, William E. Dodge, and Theodore 
Bronson were named as the allotment 
commissioners for New York State. Now. 
the difficult work of making the rounds, 
trudging from camp to camp and con
vincing soldiers to take part in the allot
ment program would begin. 

For nearly two years, Theodore was 
away from family and home, with only an 
interim break in Washington and brief 
visits home. The touching wartime cor
respondence, so familiar to generations 
that have sent loved ones to war, 
between he and Mittie was a mix of emo
tion, vignettes of their children, and a 

portrait of Theodore's dogged determina
tion to help those that couldn't help 
themselves. One such letter from Mittie 
read, "Teedie (the future President) was 
afraid last night that there was a bear in 
your dressing room .... he is the most 
affectionate, endearing little creature in 
his ways, but begins to require his papa's 
discipline badly. He is brimming full of 
mischief and has to be watched all the 
time. n Theodore wrote on January 1, 1862: 

"I have stood on the damp ground 
talking to the troop and taking their names 
for six hours at a time. One of the regi
ments that I visited last, which is wretched
ly officered and composed of the scum of 
our city, seemed for the first time even to 
recall their families. We had an order from 
the General of Division, and the Colonel 
sent his adjutant to carry out our desires. 
He came, dirty and so drunk that he could 
not speak straight, and of course got the 
orders wrong. All the officers seem to be 
in with the sutler while the private said he 
was an unmitigated thief. The delays were 
so great that I stood out with one of these 
companies after seven o'clock at night, 
with one soldier holding a candle while I 
took down the names of those who desired 
to send money home. The men looked as 
hard as l have often seen men look in our 
Mission neighborhood, bw after a little 
talking and explaining my object and 
reminding them of those they had left 

or 

• ID 

fm,m, llJ1uin, 
~ ,_. 

Mary Todd Lincoln's Invitation to Theodore 
Roosevelt, Sr. 

behind them, one after another put down 
his name, and from this company alone, 
they a/lolled, while I was there, $600.00. 
This would be increased afterwards by the 
officers, if they were decent ones, and 
other men absent on guard and through 
other reasons. I could not help thinking 
what a subject for a painting it would make 
as I stood out there in the dark night, sur
rounded by the men with one candle just 
showing glimpses of their faces - tents all 
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---------------- THE RAIL SPLITTER----------------

around us in the woods. One man, after putting 
down five dollars a month said suddenly: 'My 
old woman has always been good to me, and if 
you please, change it to ten.• In a moment, half 
a dozen others followed his example and dou
bled their allotments." 

In typical Rooseveltian fashion he closed 
with, "I do not want you to miss me, but 
remember that I would never have lelt satisfied 
with myself after this war is over if I had done 
nothing, and that I do feel now that I am only 
doing my duty. I know you will not regret hav
ing me do what is right, and I do not believe you 
will love me any the less for it." 

It was thankless work and unknown to the 
vast majority of Americans at the time. Bearing 
the worst of camp conditions. weather, and at 
times, combat, their efforts lor months in the 
field were often not welcomed by soldiers, their 
officers, and certainly not by sutlers. But, to 
the wives and children left destitute by the 
absence of their fighting men, it was an incred
ible accomplishment. 

In February 1862, Theodore Roosevelt 
made another call to Washington. During this 

TR recalled his father as 
"the best man I ever 
knew. He combined 

strength with courage and 
gentleness, and great 

unselfishness ... I never 
knew any one who got 

greater joy out of life than 
did my father, or any one 
who more wholeheartedly 
performed every duty ... He 
was a big, powerful man, 
with a leonine face and 

his heart filled with gen
tleness tor those who 

need help or protection. " 

visit, it became apparent that Mrs. Lincoln had ~ ............................................................ ...!I 
fallen for the Roosevelt charm. He was extend-
ed an invitation to not only the exclusive, newly-redecorated, 
White House function of February 5, 1862, but also found himself 
a carriage companion of the First Lady and asked to provide gen
tlemanly advice as she shopped for hats! 

The White House invitation was a great honor for Theodore 
Senior. The exclusivity of the limited guest list-and expense of 
the event-created a stir in the press. Theodore wrote home, "I 
find that only about six men under fifty are Invited to the 
President's to-night, and I have determined to go for a short time, 
at least. There wiJI be the largest colleclion of notables there 
ever gathered in this country, and it would probably be a sight 
worth remembering." With young Willie Lincoln gravely ill 
upstairs, the Marine Band played downstairs, but there was no 
dancing out of respect for what the President called the "nation
al trlbulation." 

He wrote afterwards: "No one in the army lower than a division 
general, not even a brigadier, was invited ... Some complained of the 
supper but I have rarely seen a better and often a worse one. 
Terrapin, birds, ducks, and everything else were in great profusion." 

tried to find work for crippled veterans). 
Truly, Theodore Roosevelt Senior personi

fied what his son would later describe as "the 
man in the arena." While his presidential name
sake would far outgrow his father's shadow, 
Theodore Roosevelt Senior's initiative in allot
ments for families of America's fighting men 
became institutionalized and today is an accept
ed and encouraged activity for those who serve 
far from home. The Roosevelt legacy is but a 
footnote to the history of the war, but one with 
tremendous and lasting import. ~ 

Sruuw; 
-Lorant, Stefan. The Life and Times of Theodore 
Roosevelt, NY: Doubleday & Company, Inc .. 1959. 
-McCullough, David. Morninas Pa Horseback. NY: 
Simon & Schuster, 1981 
[Masterful and compelling-perhaps the most Insightful 
published portrait of TR Sr. A primary source for this 
essay.] 
-Morris, Edmund. The Rise of Theodore Roosevelt. NY: 
Coward, Mccann & Geoghegan, Inc., 1979. 
-Robinson, Corinne RoosevelL My Brother Theodore 
~- NY: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1921. 
-Theodore Roosevelt Senior: A Tribute. (Proceedings at 
a meeting of the Union League Club, NYC. February 14, 
1878) NY: Irving Press. 1902. Privately printed. 

After his debut at the White House, Theodore Roosevelt 
spent many more months in the (ield rallying the soldiers to his 
cause during which he had one partner quit and numerous 
adventures ranging from derailed trains to a night of drinking till 
dawn with an Irish regiment. As the war came to a close, 
Theodore Senior had been responsible for sending millions of 
dollars to families and dependents while he himself had received 
no pay or compensation lor his work. Additionally, he con
tributed to other war organizations such as the Loyal Publication 
Society (attempted to enlighten the public about the reasons of 
the war): he was one of the organizers of the Protective War 
Claims Association (collected back pay and pensions for solcllers); 
and was a founder of the Soldier's Employment Bureau (which 

Lincoln's funeral procession on Broadway in New York City, April 25, 1865. 
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Six-year-old Teddy and his brother Elliott can be seen at the second-story win· 
dow of their grandfather's home on the comer of Union Square. That a Mure 
president would be present Is hardly remarkable ... that he would be captured 

In a photograph is an amazing coincidence of history! 
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A RAIL SPLITTER EXCLUSIVE! 
The first published photographs of one of the most famous relics in American history. 

TR responded: 

T 
he day before Theodore Roosevelt's Inauguration In 1905, Secretary of State 
John Hay sent the President a •mourning ring" with glass over a strand of 
Llncoln's hair. John Hay whose government service dated back to the Civil 
War days when he had been a secretary to President Abraham Lincoln. 
wrote in an accompanying letter to TR: 

The hair in this ring is from the head of 
Abraham Lincoln. Dr. Taft cut it off the night of 
the assassination. and I got it from his son - a 
brief pedigree. Please wear it tomorrow; you 
are one of the men who most thoroughly 

:;_;__ _ __, understand and appreciate Lincoln. 

Dear John, Surely no other President. on the eve of his inauguration. has ever received 
such a gift from such a friend. I am wearing the ring now; I shall think of ii and you as I .._ __ 
take the oath tomorrow. I wonder if you have any idea what your strength and wisdom 
and sympathy, what the guidance you have given me and the mere delight in your companionship, have meant to me these three 
and a half years? With love and gratitude, Ever yours ... 

TR wore the ring on March 4, 1905 when he was Inaugurated. He had, of course. become President 
in 190 I when President William McKinley was assassinated, and now had been elected In his own right 

Edmund Morris. In his new book Theodore Rex. says this was the first time TR had used the 
word Mlovew In his "male, non-family correspondence." Morris writes: "Hay could not have made a 
gesture more certain to move Roosevelt." Lincoln was Theodore Roosevelt's hero. In his study at 
Sagamore HIii at Oyster Bay, Long Island, NY the President had on his desk an Inkwell and pen stand 
surmounted by a bust of Lincoln. And on the wall near the portrait of his father, Theodore 
Roosevelt, Sr., who had known and worked with Lincoln, was an engraving of Llncoln, while down 
the hall In the famous North Room was a handsome bust of Uncoln." 

John Hay died a few months after TR's loauguraUon. The Lincoln ring is now the property of the Theodore Roosevelt Association 
of Oyster Bay, NY. It has seldom been on display over the years, but will soon become part of a new exhibit at Sagamore Hill 

The ring Is Inscribed: 
·Abraham Uncoln's Hair. 
John Hay to Theodore 

Roosevelt March 4 1905." 

- Jahn Allen Gable, Ph.D., Executive Director, Theodore Roosevelt Association 

£d.J.1Qr: Travelers to New York have the opportunity to visit two Theodore Roosevelt homes. The one 
with the greatest name recognition is, of course, Sagamore Hill - TR's home in Oyster Bay, Long I.stand. 
The second is the Theodore Roosevelt Birthplace at 28 E. 20th Street la Manhattan. 

The Roosevelt family has deep roots in this country. The first member to arrive was Claus 
Martenszen Van Rosenvelt, who came to New Amsterdam in the 1640s. The 83-acre site occupied by 
Sagamore Hill was purchased from Native Americans in the late 17th century and remained in the fam
ily until recently. Administered by the National Park Service, the site is composed of TR's 23-room 
Queen Anne style home, a visitor's center, some outbuildings, an apple orchard, and a Georgian brick 
colonial built in 1938 as a home for Theodore Roosevelt, Jr. (f.R. 's son.) The latter home has an exten
sive museum of Roosevelt family artifacts and displays. 

TR built Sagamore Hill in 1884-85. This was partly an effort to escape the memory of the death of 
his mother and young wife on the same day in February in their NYC brownstone. He moved out to 
Oyster Bay, about 30-minutes by train from Manhattan, with his sister Anna and daughter Alice. In 
December 1886, TR married Edith Kermit Carow, a childhood friend, and the two made Sagamore Hill 
their year-round home the following Spring. Here Roosevelt died at the age of 60 and here Edith 
Roosevelt lived until her death in 1948 at the age of 87. 

The home has seen little alteration in the past fifty years. Just about all of the furnishings are orig
inal. The walls and shelves are lined with personal possessions, including numerous gifts and presen-

conlinued, next page 
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tation pieces. Animal mounts from African safaris are cheek-to-jowl with formal portraits, 
Native American artifacts, gifts from foreign potentates, and military accoutrements from 
TR's stint as a "Rough Rider." 

The decor not only gives a sense of a lifestyle difficult for many of us to imagine, but 
re0ects Roosevelt's interests and, more importantly, his inspirations. A portrait of his father, 
Theodore Roosevelt, Sr. hangs in the study, given a prominent place of honor. In close prox
unity is a framed engraving of Lincoln. Besides family members, and two small images of 
Renaissance philosophers, this is the only picture of a historical flgure to be seen. Next to 
the stick telephone on his desk is TR's personal inkwell. It is made of bronze and is crowned 
by a small bust of Lincoln. A pattern now emerges. Lincoln obviously is a major influence. 

The inkwell measures 12 x 8 x 8" and is inscribed Presented by the Hamilton Club of Chicago 
1899. The Hamilton Club was an organization of Republican businessmen active in national 
political campaigns from the 1890s to just before World War One. 

The other Roosevelt site in New York is the TI1eodore Roosevelt Birthplace at 28 E. 20tll 
Street, in Gramercy Park. Theodore's grandfather Cornelius purchased both number 28 and 
26 next door as wedding gilts for two of his sons, Theodore, Sr. and Robert. Theodore and 
his bride Martha Bulloch moved into number 28 in 1854. Theodore Roosevelt, Jr. was born 
at no. 28 on October 27, 1858. The family llved there until 1872 when they departed for their 
Grand Tour of Europe. Upon returning a year later, they settled into their new home at 6 W. 
57th Street. Years later, recalling his first home, TR described the parlor as " ... a room of 
much splendor ... open for general use only on Sunday evening or on rare occasions when 
there were parties." As a child, he took special delight in tile cut-glass prisms ol the parlor 
chandelier which struck him as "possessing peculiar magnificence." The middle room on 
the parlor floor is the library, which served as the family's living room. Roosevelt remem

Roosevelfs inkwell sits on his desk in the study at bered it as being filled with "tables, chairs, and bookcases of gloomy respectability." Beyond 
Sagamore HIii. is the dining room where horsehair covered chairs "scratched the bare legs of the children 

when they sat on them." The front room on the second Door is the master bedroom, furnished 
with the magnificent rosewood and satinwood veneered furniture original to the house. The chil

dren would often troop into the room while their fatller was dressing and "stay there as long as we were permitted, eagerly examining any
thing which came out of his pockets." 

The brownstone would undergo several transformations before being demolished and replaced with a two-story commercial 
building in 1916. After Roosevelt's death In 1919, prominent citizens decided to purchase the site, raze the commercial building and 
reconstruct Roosevelt's boyhood home as a memorial. They also built museum galleries and other facilities on the adjoining lot where 
Robert Roosevelt's house once stood. The reconstructed birthplace was opened to the public in 1923. In 1963, the Theodore Roosevelt 
Association donated the site to the National Park Service. Approximately 40% of the Birthplace's furnishings come £Tom the original 
house. Another 20% belonged to cousins and other family members. The rest of the house's contents are simply period pieces. The 
Birthplace contains extensive exhibits covering the Roosevelt family history and every stage of TR's career, employing a vast array of 
original materials. The selection of polltical memorabilia is outstanding, with many unique pieces. And, like Sagamore Hill, the collec
tion has a "key" piece related to Lincoln. 

TR's father was a prominent Republican and staunch supporter of 
President Lincoln. In evidence of this Criendship and association, Lincoln 
presented him with a signed carte-0e-visite. As the inscription on the 
verso indicates, it passed to "Uncle Jimmy" (probably upon the death of 
Theodore Roosevelt, Sr. in 1878) and to TR in 1903. Like the ring given to 
him two years later, this signed photo of his idol, Abraham Lincoln, was 
no doubt a prized possession-indicated by TR's recording the chain of 
ownership. When Lincoln's funeral passed through New 
York, young "Teedie" viewed it from a window of his 
grandfather's brownstone on Union Square (a site 
occupied today by a Virgin Record store). That 
fleeting image was fortunately captured on a stere
oview-TR and Lincoln physically together in the 
same location ... both headed towards immortali
ty. TR's admiration for Lincoln may have originat
ed with his love for his father for whom he dis
cerned many shared characteristics. 

This signed carte-de-visite, like the ring, 
appears in print for the first time in this journal. -&--
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Just below John Hay's testament to the authenticity of the President's 
signature, T.R. has written "Given to father by President Lincoln; by 

father to Aunt Annie; now to me by Uncle Jimmie - May 1902." 
Teddy's beloved Uncle Jimmy Bulloch pictured at left 
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TI-IEoOORE ROOSEVELT'S MUSE: 

LINCOLN AND THE EVOLUTION OF 

TR's POUTICAL PHILOSOPHY 

Gregory Wynn 

"It is a great comfort to me to read the life 
and letters of Abraham Lincoln. I am more and 
more impressed every day, not only with the 
man's wonderful power and sagacity, but with 
his literally endless patience, and at the same 
time his unflinching resolution." 

T 
heodore Roosevelt wrote these words to his son, Kermit, 
during the second year or his Presidency. Interestingly. only 
two days later he would write to TR Jr.: "I am very busy now, 
facing the usual endless worry and discouragement, and try
ing to keep steadily in mind that I must not only be as res
olute as Abraham Lincoln ln seeking to achieve decent ends, 

but as patient, as uncomplaining, and as even-tempered." Abraham 
Lincoln's example was clearly a beacon to him in late 1903. During 
this period, TR was becoming initiated to the depth and scope of 
his executive powers and exercising the full range of potential that 
his "bully pulpit" provided. Already he had successfully negotiated 
the potential domestic disaster of the Anthracite Coal Strike of 
1902 and a brink-of-war international dispute with the saber rat
tling Kaiser in Venezuela. America's youngest president was prov
ing to his own countrymen and to the world audience that he was 
capable of bringing America into the 20th century. 

For years, White House residents and guests would claim to 
feel or see the apparition of Abraham Lincoln. TR himself, while 
never one to claim belief in the supernatural, wrote: "for some rea
son or other he is to me infinitely U1e most real of the dead presi
dents." Certainly, this specter loomed large over TR in many ways 
during his life. Further, and more importantly, it is interesting to 
observe tile lifetime evolution of Theodore Roosevelt's political phi
losophy and how he attempted to intertwine it with that of the Great 
Emancipator. Lincoln's example would compel TR to moderation, 
balance, and patience during bis administration. Yet, in later years, 
TR would interpret Lincoln's ideals to provide a foundation and 
credibility to his growingly progressive beliefs. 

There exists a photograph of Lincoln's funeral procession 
through New York City on April 25, 1865 progressing up 
Broadway past the Cornelius Roosevelt residence (TR's grandfa
ther) at Union Square. The grainy photo shows two young chil
dren peering down from the window - purportedly young 
Theodore Roosevelt, at the time "Teedie," and his younger broth
er "Ellie" or Elliott. It is not a stretch of the imagination to think 
that in some way this black, brocaded procession and spectacle 
would make a lasting impression on the future President and cer
tainly reinforce the historical significance of the great man 
whose casket was passing in front of him. As a young man, TR 
could be found reading Lincoln biographies or, as a ranchman, 
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discussing him over tile campfire of a starry North Dakota 
evening. As he would write later, "As I suppose you know, Lincoln 
is my hero.'' 

One of TR's first political crusades was as an assemblyman in 
New York City. He focused his efforts to clean up the conditions of 
New York City's tenement housing and sweatshops. His legislation 
and enthusiasm for social reform were received well and applauded. 
Nevertheless, the law TR got passed to outlaw the manufacture of 
cigars in tenements was declared unconstitutional by the courts. 
Years later, he would write in his autobiography that "I grew to real
ize that all that Abraham Lincoln had said about the Dred Scott deci
sion could be said with equal truth and justice about the numerous 
decisions which in our own day were erected as bars across the path 
of social reform." 

As TR's political star rose, particularly during his campaigns 
for Governor of New York and for the Vice-Presidency, his audi
ences' size and reactions during his stump speeches and 
addresses in auditoriums throughout the country would often be 
compared with the crowds that Abraham Lincoln had drawn. 
Clearly, parallels between TR and Lincoln were becoming evi
dent, not only in TR's mind, but also within the Anlerican con
sciousness. Later, campaign Imagery, notably during the 1904 
(the 50th anniversary or the Republican Party) and 1912 cam
paigns, would feature images of Lincoln and TR on pins and pam
phlets, as well as Lincoln quotes in party platform literature. 

As discussed earlier, during his administration Theodore 
Roosevelt relied on his hero's example for guidance and strength 
in diflicult times. In 1909 he wrote the introduction to the cente
nary edition of Hay and Nicolay's Life of Lincoln and wrote sub
sequently to Maria Storer that "Hay & Nicolay's Ute of Lincoln has 
been to me a great comfort and aid. L have read it and profited by it, 
and often when dealing with some puzzling affair I find myself think
ing what Lincoln would have done." During his term Roosevelt would 
deliver the Centenary Address for Lincoln in 1909 and dedicate the 
Lincoln Birthplace Shrine in Kentucky. However, the closest connec
tion TR made to Lincoln was his relationship 
with his Secretary of State John Hay. As a 
young man, Hay was Lincoln's personal sec
retary and had made the acquaintance of 
Theodore Roosevelt, Senior, the President's 
father. Hay's famous Lincoln ring given to TR 
and worn on his inaugural day in 1905 was 
the physical manifestation of this connec
tion to bis hero-a talisman of sorts. TR was 
especially touched by Hay's gift. As 
observed by Edmund Morris in Theodore 
~ TR used the expression "love" as a clos
ing for the only time in non-famlly corre
spondence to a male. John Hay would 
observe that Roosevelt "thought more and 
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talked more" about Lincoln "than anyone I ever met in public life." 
After a brief, sell-imposed "sabbatical" in Africa, Roosevelt 

entered the political arena again in 1910. He had allowed himseU 
distance from his administration (which, in truth, had become 
increasingly more progressive as it concluded) and the neces
sary political restraints of the Presidency and GOP leadership. 
TR now felt that he could more forcefully, freely, and indepen
dently articulate his views of social reform, practical politics, and 
majority rule. Once again, Abraham Lincoln became the muse for 
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the foundation or many of his ideals. At the speech unveiling the 
"New Nationalism" given at the John Brown battlefield, 
Osawatomie, Kansas in 1910, Roosevelt linked Lincoln's preser
vation of the Union to the efforts of contemporary social reform
ers. To this audience including Grand Army of the Republic vet
erans, Roosevelt would provide a seemingly new and radical idea, 
then attribute it to the 16th president. Roosevelt was, often at a 
stretch, tailoring Uncoln's ideals to his own evolving principles. 
He told his listeners: "Labor is the superior of capital, and 
deserves much the higher consideration.n TR then observed: "U 
that remark was original with me, I should be even more strongly 
denounced as a communist agitator than I shall be anyhow." Of 
course, it was Uncoln's remark! Early in his public career, 
Roosevelt preferred Lincoln's image as the preserver of 
Federalism and the Union. TR rarely recognized Lincoln's 
JeHersonian, populist strain until 1910. Even as he split Crom the 
"Party of Lincolnn to join the Progressives in 1912, TR would 
Invoke the spirit of Lincoln as the genesis or many Progressive 
Party platforms. In 1918 Roosevelt would write: ~1 wish to do 
everything in my power to make the Republican Party the party 
of sane constructive radicalism, just as It was under Lincoln." 
Furthermore, during the First World War, TR was a proponent or 
universal mllltary service for citizens. He wrote in March 1917: 
"Lincoln actually put through a measure for universal military 
service, and said In effect that those who opposed It stood below 
their manly brethren." 

The evolution of Theodore Roosevelt's personal political 
philosophy is interesting indeed. Throughout is the current of 
his hero's ideals from which the preceding comments are only 
cursory. Yet none of Theodore Roosevelt's applications of 

Lincoln ideals were as beautUul or as eloquent as the simple 
description of Abraham Lincoln that he delivered in an address 
at Hodgenville, Kentucky In February 1903: 

"He grew to know greatness, but never ease. Success came 
to him, but never happiness, save that which springs from doing 
well a painful and a vital task. Power was his, but not pleasure. 
The furrows deepened on his brow, but his eyes were undimmed 
by either hate or rear. His gaunt shoulders were bowed, but his 
steel sinews never faltered as he bore for a burden the destinies 
of his people. His great and tender heart shrank from giving pain; 
and the task allotted him was to pour out like water the life-blood 
of the young men, and to feel In his every fiber the sorrow of the 
women. Disaster saddened but never dismayed hlm. As the red 
years of war went by they found him ever doing his duty in the 
present, ever facing the future with fearless front, high of heart, 
and dauntless of soul. Unbroken by hatred, unshaken by scorn, 
he worked and suffered for the people. Triumph was his at the 
last; and barely had he tasted it before murder found him, and 
the kindly, patient, fearless eyes were closed forever." ?" 

~: 
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Important Autographs At Auction 
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Join us for this important sale of Autographs. 
Documenrs. Photographs, and Manuscripts to be 
held on May 9, 2002, at the Algonqu.in Hotel in New 
York City. This auction features material cover
ing the American West, U.S. Presidents, American 
Revolution, Scientists and the Civil War. including a 
line selection of Lincoln related material. 

Highlights include material of Buffalo Bill. Frederick 
Douglass, Albert Einstein, James Garfield, George 
Ger.:.hwin, Thoma~ Jefferson, Jackie Kennedy, Lafayette, 
Abraham Lincoln, James Monroe, Napoleon, Theodore 
Roosevelt John P. Sousa.1\vo Guns White Calf. George 
Washington, Walt Whitman and much, much more. 

For further infonnation or to order this lavishly 
illustrated auction catalogue ($25, including prices 
realized) call Marie Alberti at 800-622-1880 or 
212-943-1880. fax at 212-908-4670, visit our web 
site at www.smytheoalinc.com. or e-mail us at 
info@smytheonline.com. 

■;~ ••• 
26 Broadway, 973, New York, NY 10004 

212-943-1880 • 800-622-1880 
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A CASUAL OR UNSCIENTIHC CENSUS 

In coin collecting, they have a way to track the number 
of specimens for assorted "key~ dates - or significant rar
ities. In addition, they rank these specimens in order of 
condition. When such an item appears at auction, it 
may be described as "tied for finest specimen known" 
or "first auction appearance in twenty years." The 
more significant items will often be accompanied by a 
provenance of sales and ownership that might go back " 
over 100 years. 

We haven't reached this level or "pedigree" in the 
field of Llncolniana, certainly not for the majority of 
items that trade hands. Any characterizations are, for 
the most part, subjective and based on casual obser
vation over the course or one's collecting lifetime. 
Comments such as "First one I've seen in thirty years of 
collecting" or "It's not in Hake or DeWitt" or ... [so-and-so] 
''doesn't have one" constitute equivalent efforts at census
taking. Whether we'll ever take this to the numismatic standard, or 
whether it's desirable, remains to be seen. 

The Zabriskie Sale contained many rarities, several unique, 
and many with no auction record in this century. One such item is 
the Lincoln-Johnson ferrotype badge (listed but not pictured in 
DeWitt's A Century of Campaign Buttons as Al.rl864-93). The cata
loger described it as "scarce" which, considering we've never seen 
one offered, would qualify as an understatement! It is not pictured 
in any reference work, has never appeared in any article or histor-

, 
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ical journal, and doesn't reside in any of the major collections of 
polltlcal Americana. A smaller version (DeWitt Al.rl864-105) does 
show up occasionally and is considered a rare piece. 

The Zabriskie specimen of AL-1864-93 sold for $3,737. In 
contrast, the previous lot, an unusual Lincoln-Johnson fer

rotype badge listed in DeWitt as Al.rl864-92, sold for 
$4,887. We know of one collector in Western New York 
who has one of these, while another, until just recently, 

l resided in the U. I. Harris Collection, making three speci
mens known. Relatively speaking, AL-1864-93 was a good 

purchase. 
Surprisingly, shortly alter the Zabriskie Sale, another 

specimen or Al.rl864-93 appeared in an Al Anderson auc
tion. It had some damage to Lincoln's name and one of 
the stars along the right side, but the portrait was clear 
and undamaged. The Johnson side was in very fine con
dition. Considering it was only the second specimen to 

appear at auction, its condition was quite acceptable. It 
sold for only $732 - seemingly a bargain. 

Perhaps political collectors, unlike coin collectors, don't 
track auction appearances of various items. In this case, it's possi
ble the distinction between the smaller and larger versions (20mm 
vs. 26mm) escaped most people's notice. la any event, it was a 
most unusual occurrence for a piece not to appear at auction for 
forty years and then show up twice in a matter of months. There 
may be other examples out there in private collections which may 
never be "recorded" until they reach the auction block. For right 
now, the two "known" specimens of Al.rl864-93, for those keeping 
track, both now reside in the same collection! 

From Rail-Splitter to Icon 
Lincoln's Image in Illustrated Periodicals, 1860-1865 
Gary L. Bunker 

A copiously illustrated history of the development of Lincoln's public 
profile, From Rail-Splitter to lco11 is enriched by editorial, news, poetic, and 
satirical content from contemporary periodicals artfully woven into a topi
cal narrative. 

The Lincoln images, originally appearing in such pubiicationsas Bud
get of Fun, Comic Monthly, New York Illustrated News, Phtm11y P/Jellow, 
S<mtl1em Pundt, and Yankee Notions, significantly expand our understand
ing of the evolution of public opinion toward Lincoln, the complex dy
namics of the Civil War, popular art and culture, the media, political cari
cature, and presidential politics. 

From Rail-Splitter to Icon is more than simply a descriptive catalog of 
obscure visual images of Lincoln. With the benefit of the discovery of a 
considerable body of antiquarian prints, this work is a copiously illus
trated image history which reconstructs the development of Lincoln's 
public profile in the illustrated periodicals of his day. Lincoln's pictorial 
prominence competed favorably with that of any succeeding president in 
the nineteenth century. Cloth $55.00 ISBN 0-87338-701-5 

---------------------------1 
From Rail-SPiitter to Icon 
Lincoln i lmaJ[• in /1/ustrat,d Periodicals, 1.1'(,0-1~'65 Cal)· L.1Jw1ktt 

Available from your local bookstore or 

~ THE KENT STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS 
!.:iJ Kent, Ohio 44242 800-247-6553 www.kenti;rateuniversitypress.com 
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(@fflffl(f j}}~! 
by Chuck Hand 

Now 1HAT YOU HAVE IT .•• 

... what are you going to do with it? 
That is the question that all of us who 
collect will eventually have to answer. On 
second thought, that is not quite correct. 
We can leave the decision of what to do 
with our collection to others. And that's 
where the fun begins! 

Developing a private collection of 
any kind most often requires a lot of 
patience, time, money, and in many 
cases, pure luck. Collectors develop 
great satisfaction from what they have 
accumulated and from the knowledge 
they have gained about a specific sub
ject. For the collector there is an intense 
pride in the ownership and finding each 
item for their collection. Many times the 
"chase" for a long sought-after item is the 
real challenge, and often more fulfilling 
than actually owning the item. 

We need to remember that we are 
but temporary custodians of our coUec
tion. We probably won't be taking it with 
us when our time on Earth is over. Unless 
we make provisions as to what we would 
like done with our prized possessions, 
we will have to trust our loved ones to do 
the job for us. In many cases the results 
"ain't gonna be purty." 

Often our family members simply do 
not share our interests or enthusiasm for 
what we coUect. Therefore, who knows 
what they will do with those things we 
have lovingly collected and cared for 
through the years? Every year, I get calls 
from my customers telling me that if 
something happens to them they have 
instructed their family to contact me 
about the disposal of their coUection. 
However, this is a simple answer to a 
more complex problem. 

First and foremost, the collector 
needs to teJI their family where to find a 
complete inventory of their collection, 
assuming, of course, that they have kept 
one. If you are like me, chances are good 
that you haven't! Keep in mind, this is a 
"do as I say" - not a "do as I do" article. 

Fortunately, it is never too late to 
begin making an inventory. An Ideal 
inventory would include a complete 
description of the item including condi-

"I'm sorry about your husband's death. 
Do you know what you are going to do with his Lincoln collection?" 

lion, the date it was purchased, Crom 
whom it was bought, the price that was 
paid, an estimate of it's current value, 
and anything else that ls unlque or inter
esting about it. In the case of the more 
expensive items, a photo would be very 
helpful. If a complete inventory is avail
able, the family will have an idea as to 
what is in the collection and, at least, 
some Idea as to what the collection is 
worth. Many times, a family member will 
call me and say they have a collection for 
sale and want a certain amount of money 
for it. Sometimes it is probably worth 
much more than their asking price, but 
they are not trying to get full value. Alter 
all, whatever they do get is like "found" 
money. They do not have a red-cent 
invested personally and simply want to 
dispose of it all in the quickest way pos
sible. I hate to buy collections this way. 

Ideally, there will be a family mem
ber or a close friend to whom you wish to 
leave your collection. Just make sure you 
do this before you "go" or have arrange
ments to have it done in your will. Most 
would want someone to have their col
lection who will appreciate it, keep it 
together, and continue adding to it. 
Unfortunately, finding a family member 
or close friend who appreciates your col
lection is, at times, most difficult. 

Many of my customers want their 
collections to go back on the market so 
that others can enjoy owning items. 
Many such collectors have contacted me 
or another dealer. They know that we will 

be selling the items to other collectors. I 
remember the thrill I have had at finding 
a long sought-after item for one of my 
many collections that I had been seeking 
for years. However, there are pitlalJs in 
selling whole collections. 

In the past several years I have had 
to pass on purchasing several Lincoln 
collections because I already had most or 
the books. There are always a few items 
in any collection that I would love to pur
chase, but I always advise the seller not 
to sell just the "good" stuff and be stuck 
with the more common items that every 
collection already contains. 

Another option available when dis
posing of a collection is to put it up for 
auction. Again here, auction houses often 
only want to take the top quality items. 
Then you will be left with the remainder 
of the collection. If you choose this route, 
look for an auction house that specializes 
in the type or material you want to sell. 
For Lincoln material, the annual Rail 
Splitter auction is most excellent 
(Jonathan made me say that!) Once you 
have contacted the auction house, they 
will want to know what you have for sale. 
Here again, a complete inventory is 
invaluable. They will then tell you what 
they will be interested in selling for you. 
You then have to pack it up, and send it 
to them. The auction house will describe, 
advertise, sell, and mall your items for a 
percentage of the selling price. Then you 
have to wait until the auction is over and 
the accounts are settled before you 
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----------------- THE RAIL SPLITTER-----------------

receive a check. This is an excel- =-------=~-=========="""I 
lent method of selling top quality 
items, but it does not work weU for 
whole collections. 

Then there is always eBay! 

"My wish is that my Drawings, my Prints, 
my Curiosities, my Books - in a word, 

You really don't have to know 
much about the value of what you 
are selling to dispose of it on eBay. 
However, you do need to know 
how to set up an eBay account, 
how to accurately describe an 
item, and how to include a photo 
of it with the description. In many 
cases, the market will determine 
the "fair value" of the piece. But be 
aware that the eBay market can be 
fickle. Often, items will sell for very 
little compared to their actual 
value, while insignificant material 
will sell for unusually high prices. 
You can probably do fairly well dis
posing of the entire collection by 
this method. Even the more com
mon material will be bought i{ you 

these things of art which have been the 
joy of my life - shall not be consigned to 
the cold tomb of a museum, and subjected 
to the stupid glance of the careless passer
by; but I require that they shall all be dis
persed under the hammer of the 
Auctioneer, so that the pleasure which the 
acquiring of each one of them has given 
me shall be given again, in each case to 
some inheritor of my own tastes." 

do not expect a king's ransom. This is 
an enjoyable way of selling and I have 
met some very nice people by se!Ung and 
buying on eBay. E-Bay's fees remain rea
sonable. The bargains I have obtained on 
eBay are usually from the items being 
poorly described leaving the big bidders 
unaware of what they were. Don't forget, 
after listing an item on eBay and watch
ing it sell, you then have to email the 
buyer, write the invoice, pack and mail 
the item. So this method of selling a col
lection takes some effort and is time con
suming, but it can be enjoyable. 

To me, the least desirable method of 
disposing of a collection is to donate it to 
an institution. I can relate horror story 
after horror story about collections that 
have been donated. And in most 
instances, once a collection enters an 
Institution, it is forever locked away, 
unavailable to future generations of col
lectors. About the only benefit I can see 
in this method of disposal is, if done 
properly, you can get a tax write-off. If 
you are considering donating your col
lection to an insUtution, here are a few 
suggestions I would offer: 

1. Don't - but if you insist, read on. 
2. Be sure the institution you want to 

donate your collection to desires to have it. 
3. If they do want It, find out what 

their plans are. Will it be displayed, put in 

-From the Will of Edmund De Gongourt 
(l'ranslated) 

[Preface to Gill Griggs' Signature House auction catalogs.] 

storage, or sold? Be sure to discuss what 
might happen to your collection should 
there be a change of administration in 
the institution to which you are donating 
your collection. One library director may 
be interested in your field of study, but 
what will happen if his or her successor 
has no similar interest'? Many institution
al collections have been relegated to a 
basement storeroom due to a shift in 
institutional locus. 

4. Get in writing the exact terms of 
your contribution. You - or your heirs -
may wish for the collection to be 
returned if they do not Live up to the 
agreement. 

5. U your collection is of consider
able value, be sure to have an attorney 
involved in the donation process. 

6. Check with other collectors who 
have donated their collections to institu
tions to see exactly what pitfalls you 
need to avoid. 

7. This one could be part of #3 or #4, 
but it is so important that I wanted to list 
it separately. Remember that librarians 
are the worst enemies of books. The last 
thing you want to happen to a $500 book 
is for it to have a library stamp on sever
al pages, a white ink number written on 
the spine, a pocket glued Inside the back 
cover, and the book placed on the gener
al circulation shell. The $500 book is now, 

at best, a $50 book. Be sure to 
specify the exact methods of 
care that you want given to 
your collection. 

8. In all fairness, I have 
seen a few institutions that 
have done extremely well with 
donated collections, but they 
are few and far between. 

As a dealer I can give spe
cific examples of everything 
about which I have written, as 
can most other dealers. As a 
collector of almost every
thing ... but Lincoln, I am faced 
with the same problem as 
most collectors. I am going to 
start making inventories of my 
collections as soon as I get my 
next catalogue finished. But 
then, that's the same thing I 
say every year! 

Good luck to all of us. 1?:'l 

CHUCKHAND 
P.O.BOXIS 

PARIS, IL 61944 
Phone: (217)463-45M 

email: butch@tlgerpaw.com 
www.tigerpaw.com/allncoln 

Specializing in BooluJ, 
Pamphlets, Prints, 
Autographs, and 
Ephemera. about 

Abraham Lincoln and 
His Time 

Jnteresu,d in purchasing 
single items or collections 

Catalop Issued 
Inquiries lnviu,d 
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---------------- THE RAlLSPLITTER ----------------

In The Marketelace 
F or many years within the political hobby, mail auctioneers han

dled twentieth-century material ... almost exclusively. While this 
material still represents the "core constituency" for collectors 

(celluloid campaign buttons). nineteenth-century material still finds 
its way Into these catalogs. Al Anderson of Troy, OH - one of the 
leading dealers in the country - just celebrated his 30th year as a 
mail auctioneer of political memorabilia. The centerpiece of his 
anniversary catalog was not a rare celluloid button as one would 

expect, but a Lincoln ambrotype! The last 
example of the "George Clark-Lincoln 

ambro." he sold went for $15,000 
•• (how many have handled more than 
·,•; one??!!). Conventional wisdom 
~ ~ dictates that a second offering, fol-
; , lowing closely on the heels of another, 
~- would produce an equal amount, if not 

•, .F; less. Not the case here, as this quintessen-
~... .--/4 tial Lincoln campaign item exceeded all 

-.._.. expectations, selling for $29,700! It wasn't too 
long ago that the "going rate" was $1,500-2,000. Tempus fugit! (or, 
more succinctly said, we blew itl) Al also sold a beautiful Lincoln
Johnson portrait ribbon on pink silk for a more than reasonable 
$2,300. Congratulations Al and Dave on a wonderful milestone! 

Grant CDVs have steadilly increased in price over the last five years ... bet
ter examples now selling for more than $500. This beauty on e-Bay: $350. 

S eward for President? This gorgeous, copper-matted, gem
ferro was listed on e-Bay as a "Chicago Republican 
Convention badge" - a hopeful for William Seward who 
went Into the 1860 as the national front-runner. 

Measuring 1 112 x 4", some thought this more likely an Abbot 
tintype or perhaps a Civil War patriotic. The shrewd buyer, how
ever, knew of other items (including a campaign ribbonl) that 
were clearly Seward hopefuls ... a fact unknown here! ($600.) 

W e like David Lesser's fixed-price lists of "Significant and Unusual Imprints Related to America.· There are no pictures, 
but the slim catalog Is well organized, well researched, and typeset In a large font making It easy on the eyes! "To the 
Memory of the Martyrs ... Slain In the Riots of July, In the City of New York. Funeral S8rvlces Held In Shiloh Church, N. Y. 

Sunday Evening, S8pt. 20th 1863 ... " Is a rare 8-page pamphlet memorializing the victims of the Infamous Draft Riots, describing 
the horrible deaths of each at the hands of the "demonical mob" that rioted against the draft following the Battle of Gettysburg. 
($450.) An 1860 campaign pamphlet "The Homestead and the Union. By A Land Reformef urges Southerners to support the 
Homestead Act as a means of uniting the country, otherwise the South will be deemed to "despise the f)OOr men of the North, and 
place them in the same category with the negro slaves." ($275.) "Letter On the Relation of the White and African Races in the United 
States, Showing the Necessity of the Colonization of the Latter. Addressed to the President of the U.S." Is a tract which Lincoln not 
only probably read, but heartily endorsed. First Issued in Springfield, IL in 1860, It was re-issued in Washington in May 1862. It's 
author, James Mitchell, was the "Emigration Commissioner." (Monaghan-151. $175.) Anally, "The Old Continental and the New 
Greenback Dollar." published In 1862, is supportive of Secretary of the Treasury Salmon Chase, and attempts to "deflate" the analo
gy between the worthless Continentals of the Revolutionary War and the new-fangled greenbacks: "Have faith in "1e Union ... The 
greenback shall pay your debts, and purr;hase you all the comforts and luxuries you will ever need or desire.· Ain't It the truth! ($150.) 

A 
!though the vast majority of political memorabilia is mass-produced, a small percentage is of the "home grown" variety. These 
personally produced Items have equal legitimacy with manufactured goods. A particularly fine example of such a hand-crafted 
campaign artifact is the Lincoln-Hamlin pole ornament (or finial) pictured here. Made of tin sheet metal, it is painted black and 
has hand-painted gold lettering. It recently surfaced on eBay, selling for $2,100 to a dealer who flipped It to Rail Splitter Thomas 

Butler, who provides us with the provenance related to his fabulous acquisition. "In Clarence, NY, 20 miles from Buffalo is located an Odd 
Fellows Lodge Hall. It was very large and over the years, smaller lodges would close and merge with this one. A G.A.R. Post also closed 
and brought their post remnants to the Odd Fellows Lodge. They brought brass helmets with kerosene burners on top, uniforms, etc. The 
place was full of stuff - banners and political memorabilia. Ten years ago they began selling off all of the items at flea markets, eventually 
selling it all. Clarence was a Republican town -very active politically. The bottom of the pole top has a '2', meaning 'also', and UNION above 
it." We have seen similar pole ornaments used by cadets, so assume it has some military application. The Wide Awakes, or.ganized along 
military lines, won a major campaign with weapons such as this! 
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G arth's of Delaware, Ohio has been selling 
Americana for years. Their big, red barn in 
the country just north of Columbus is a 
landmark in the antiques trade. A January 

sale Included one impressive political piece: a Brough 
for Governor banner from 1863 that also urged sup
port for Lincoln! The catalog describes it thusly: Civil 
War Era Political Banner. Probably a coattail Lincoln 
campaign item. Linen. White on one side with a blue 
border and 'Taylor Tp Lincoln Brough and the Union" 
in bold black lettering. Reverse has "No Compromise 
with Traitors" on a red ground with blue borders. 
Tacked to original rods on either end. Stains with 
some holes. 35" x 46. The textile sold to a fortunate 
dealer for $6,600. • dfb, .. /?''l/t~ ~ 

Bl
. N Robert Siegel of NYC offered both ...t t. ;.,;, ~ ..,h-~ 

1 philatelic and autograph material In , ,...,_ ~.-..J / ~-, ~,.i 
• • Autographed Note Signed, Oct. 7, 1864, issued to Miss Elizabeth J. Wilson, giving her permission 

._;. to pass through Union lines on her way to Texas with her eight children, sold for $7,000. (A 1954 
newspaper article based on recollections of Elizabeth's 95-year old granddaughter accompanied the 

, ~I their December sale. A Lincoln " 

------ ----- lot). A clipped Autograph Note: "Application denied. A. Lincoln Jan. 25, 1865" made $2,750 (isn't it 
amazing that Lincoln was still occupied with such bureaucratic nonsense at this stage of the war?) A very rare 1860 campaign cover in yellow with the address 
of the NYC Lincoln Headquarters beneath his portrait, with faults, realized $1,100. Finally, a cover with a "mystery" clnderella of Lincoln (stamp with no postage 
value) printed on green paper with an unusual portrait, inscribed "Lincoln Subscription US 3 3", crossed the block. No one seems to know when it was pro
duced or for what purpose. The postmark, If it ever had a date, was indecipherable. Our guess has this as a fund-raising event for a monument to honor the 
slain President. We hope the buyer who paid $240 for this item knows more about it than we do! (Prices do not Include buyer's premium.) 

~ -")· ~,,...'J .,/r s eaport Autographs 

~ U '7~ ~. ~- ,w-......ir.._ I (aka. RaH S,,,,,er 
~ _ _g---\ Doctor Norm) 1s 

c/~ ~ offering In his most 
-=--=-~~=::_-:_===;=~ recent fixed-price catalog 

a legal document from 1800 completed and signed 
by Jesse Head, the minister who "hitched" Thomas 
Lincoln and Nancy Hanks, parents of Abraham 
Lincoln. ($850.) Also offered is a letter from aboli
tionist Senator Charles Sumner, October 10, 1862, 
discussing the exchange of a Union prisoner: 
'There seems to have been a strange delay with 
regard to the exchange of Col. Wm. Knight of the 
1st Excelsior. .. He is now in Boston ... knowing that 
he is ve,y desirous to resume his place, I hope that 
his exchange be hastened. Of course, nothing 
Inconsistent with milita,y usage but I am confident 
that the public interest will be promoted by this 
exchange ... " Knight was part of a raid on 
Confederate railroad lines in Georgia Though they 
successfully captured one train, they failed to elude 
pursuers and were eventually caught. Their leader, 
James J. Andrews, six of his soldiers and one civil
ian were summarily executed. Fourteen soldiers 
were imprisoned, but later escaped. Six were 
recaptured and eight - Knight among them - were 
later exchanged for Confederate prisoners in Union 
hands. Quite the storyl ($250.) 

S tack's Americana sale in January included more material from the 
Zabriskie Sale, as well as some fresh offerings. A printed order from 
Secretary of the Treasury McCullogh, sent to the San Francisco Mint. 

mandated the wearing of " ... crape upon the left arm for the period of six 
months0 in observance of Lincoln's death. This was sold along with an invoice 
from the Daily American Flag billing the Mint for ads announcing the closing 
of the Mint and memorial notices for Lincoln. The pair realized a more than 
reasonable $315. An unpublished "proof essay for an unadopted $5.00 New 
York demand note" described as excessively rare and perhaps unique, sold 
for $6,900. Finally, an original of the Confederate one-cent 
piece, one of only twelve struck, was offered. (Since this 
piece never was adopted by the Confederate govern-

men! and placed in circulation, wouldn't It classify 
as a pattern?) The dies were made by Robert Lovett, Jr. of Philadelphia, who 
kept their existence secret during the War after striking off twelve specimens 
in copper-nickel. He decided against sending them to the Confederate agents 
who had first approached him, fearing prosecution as a traitor and enemy 
agent. After the war, the dies and all specimens were sold to Dr. Edward 
Maris, a noted Philadelphia numismatist. Restrikes were subsequently pro
duced. This example with "pale salmon gold glossy surfaces with iridescent 
highlights~ brought a pretty penny ... $77,000. 
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In The Marketplace, cont. 

S otheby's Rne Books and 
Manuscripts, December, 
2001 sale had a few items 

of note. A Mary Todd Lincoln 

l 1~ 

1869 ALS discusses President 
Grant and the prospects for 
receiving a handout from 
Congress: " ... As I have so fre
quently said before, Grant ~ 
every thing. When he kindly 
shakes the hand of each member 

~-
✓-
7.: ,,J r.-
~ ... 

of Congress --as they call upon him-either the Republican or Democrat-if to 
each one--he would urge upon them - the case of the widow & fatherless -
it would not go unheeded. My husband mfil!e him - we will see --what !Jtlri!! 
.d.o. - in the case-before we judge. But his time for action - has almost expired 
- and let me whisper into your safe, loving ears - my earnest belief - that 
from him or his - not much will be gained or done ... " She continues to 
express concern about Robert Lincoln's poor state of health: • ... Let us pray 
that defeat will not come, for where shall I be in that terrible event. It Is now 

midnight & I might as well write for I cannot 
sleep ... ! feel so sad about Mr. Stanton('s 
death]. This night I would like to be in his 
place yet, I know it Is wicked-If I can only 
be made perfect through so much suffer
ing ... " ($7,200 within the estimate.) An 
1865 letter from James A. Garfield to 
Schuyler Colfax relates " ... I went to 
Cleveland on Friday last to meet the funeral 
cortege (of President Lincoln) in hopes of 
seeing you or hearing from you--but found 
you did not accompany It .. " (Passed, 
against an estimate of $3,000-5,000.) A 
pair of documents signed by President 
Johnson relative to his proclamation of 
August 20, 1866 official!y signaling the 
end of the Civil War, occasioned by the 

,...,,:..,__,__.~~.....,., 1· I d f d 1i • • , •• ma surren er o renega e exas troops: 
...;,t;µ,__. ,,;_~ "I, Andrew Johnson, President of the 
~ -'y-ri,'.0- 1 United States, do hereby proclaim and 

declare that the insurrection which hereto
fore existed in the State of Texas Is at an 

.--::.:::.:::.:::::::::::::::::::=====.-~ end... And I do further proclaim and 

TIIIRTltTII 1·0~1!RF,11S 

..-na...,..., ....... 

I 

------J --

declare that the said insurrection is at an end and 
that peace, order, tranquility, and civil authority 
now exist in and throughout the whole of the 
United States of America ... " (Ex-Sang Collection, 
$92,750 against an estimate of S35,000-50,000.) 
And what was represented as Lincoln's personal 
copy of the Congressional Directory... for the 
Thirtieth Congress (of which he was a member) 
signed by him on the cover "A. Lincoln MC" came 
to the block. This is the third time we've wit
nessed this up for auction with dealers finding the 
item suspect on each occasion. (Passed against 
an estimate of $14,000-18,000.) 
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H istorical Collectibles (Bob & 
Ethan Raynor ... with "Troy 
along for the ride") closed 

another sale last month. Among the 
many offerings: an exceptionally rare 
CDV of the Confederate prison known 
as "Castle Thunder" - formerly a 
tobacco warehouse used after the 
surrender to house Confederate civil· 
ian "war criminals" ($225); a 57 x 95" 
Nine-Star First National Pattern 
Confederate flag, official for only two 
weeks between May 9, 1861 and May 
20, 1861, in outstanding unfaded con
dition ($25,000); a mechanical Civil 
War diorama depicting many scenes 
copied from Harper's and Frank 
Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper ($850); 
and a War Department form detailing 
fees for ·notarial service in adminis
tering oath in the depositions of 
Seaton Monroe, Chas. M. Collins, W.

1 

W. Crowninshield, Chas. Dawson 
and Dr. John Fred May, in their state-
ments relative to the identity of the 
body of J. WIikes Booth" as well as 
taking the deposition of Sergeant 
Boston Corbutt (Crowinshield was 

'1 

the captain of the USS Montauk 
where Booth's body was originally 
taken), together with the original 
transmittal envelope addressed to 1 
Gen. George C. Thomas and docket- -; 
ed "Booth Case Affidavits" ($2500). / ' 
Prices do not include 15% buyer's. 

B ldders had an opportunity to 
obtain this "unique, unpublished, 
and extremely important" Lincoln 

photograph on e-Bay two months back. 
Surprisingly. no one took advantage of the 
"buy it now" option the seller graciously 
extended - for S13,000, you could have 
owned this study. We guess the "greater 
fool" theory doesn't always work! 

C huck Hand of Paris, IL, Is tb1 expert on Lincoln books. His lat· 
est fixed-price catalog has 400 MUncoln Books, ParoPhlets, 
Ephemera - All Signed By the Author or Association 'copies.• 

A four-volume set of Albert J. Beverldge's biography of Lincoln contains 
a tipped-In page of 1he orlginal manuscript and Is priced at $275. 
Meserve and Sandburg's DI@ Photpqraphs of AbraJ)am L(ncoln, slglJed 
by Meserve, Is $135. An autographed plllS8fllidlOn copy of Henry 
Whitney's Ufg ~~ Is $595. A Signed eopy of 
Stefan ~ His Ufg Is $36. You tlaYe 
ques11ons or 1'9qUO$lS-comactCIIUCltl (emal: ~.com). 



avid and Janice Frent of Oakhurst, NJ have returned to the polit
ical Americana marketplace after an absence of close to two 
years, following the untimely passing of their only son. Hobbyists 

throughout the country have been sympathetic and 
supportive to Dave and Janice during their ordeal. A scholarship in Jonathan A. Frent's name has been 
established at the University of Virginia, with some of the proceeds from this auction earmarl<ed for that worthy cause. This sale includ-
ed ten campaign badges from the elections of 1860 and 1864. A partial set of 1860 back-to-back ferros with milk glass liners sold for 
$425, $550, and $360 for the Douglas. Breckinridge, and Bell. (Prices do not include buyer's.) We have never seen the Lincoln from 
this set. A Jefferson Davis-P. T. Beauregard back-to-back ferro realized $2,345. A Lincoln salt print photo brooch (cataloged as an 1860 
campaign item, but possibly Civil War vintage) was estimated at $1,200 and went out the door for $1,465. Finally, a Stephen Douglas 

30mm. back-to-back composition donut ferro, a neat confection, traded hands over the counter for just $680. 

D ana Linett's Early American History Included a large assortment of Lincolniana in their last sale ... 
three items caught our attention. A 'Boss· Tweed Civil War Substitute Draft Certificate, signed, 
''W.M. Tweed" as Supervisor of the New York County Substitute and Relief Committee, October 2. 

1863, New York, garnered quite a few bids. This was completed for an Andrew Lander, a member of the '1st 
Co. 7th Regt, of the Militia Force of the State,' who had been drafted but provided a substitute to fight for 
him. This document certifies that Lander is a member of the militia, and that the substitute, 
a William Gleeson, is entitled to receive $300. The second page is signed by the substitute, .-------
acknowledging receipt of the $300. ($4,315 against an estimate of $2,000-2,500. All quoted 
prices include 15% buyer's premium.) Also, an unusual cabinet photo reproduction of the 
famous "Speed Photo" was presented. Published by E.A. Hills & Co., Syracuse, it is a copy 
of the most famous signed Lincoln photograph with the longest inscription he ever penned. 
Signed to Lucy Speed, mother of his old friend, Joshua Fry Speed, the inscription reads: "For 
Mrs. Lucy G. Speed, from whose pious hand I accepted the present of an Oxford Bible twen
ty years ago. Washington, D.C., October 3, 1861, A. Lincoln." This keepsake copy sold for 
$1,840. Finally, from Lincoln's days as a successful attorney, an 1849 manuscript ledger 
detailing the estate of J. R. Diller sold. Among the accounts listed is a single ''book ale" for 
"A. Lincoln, November 26," in the amount of $10.47. There are also ten ..----,,--..,--z--------,--

,. /4~ ~ ,_,-" 
entries for "Or. W.S. Wallace," Lincoln's brother-in-law. He married Mary - cl • ,;&. ,Gw,I ¥ 
Todd Lincoln's sister, Frances, in Springfield in 1839, and he became one of " ~ ;.' .7.........,..o/ ·· 
the Lincoln family's physicians. A fun association piece! ($690.) - ~ • • "'6- • 

Boston Corbett's signature remains an 
elusive rarity. This example from 
Butterfield's Internet Auctions - $1,600. S cott Winslow Associates of 

Bedford, NH sells autographs and 
scrlpophlly (vintage stock certifi
cates) through auction catalogS, 

Two additional e-Bay finds: a patriotic shell badge stick
pin - attibuted by some as a John Bell campain item, 
affixed to ribbons, sold for $340. And, an 1864 election 

1d. ·~-- 6, /2 ~ 
'/o/-1, f,. r. i1r .I. , • 1/· 
11,A r.;, ,,, IJH }(,,,./,, 

A clean example of the 
classic "Fassett" portrait 
ribbon with facsimile 
signature Just sold on e
Bay. A wonderful politi
cal from Lincoln's 1860 
bid for the White House 
- $4,000 after 25 bids, 
selling to a Nevada deal
er in rare campaign 
memorabilia. 

eBay, and ftxed-prlce fists. His latest 
fixed-price list includes the rarely found 
1861 Lincoln Inaugural ball invllatlon -
together with the original envelope tree
franked by Thaddeus Slavens! Asking 
price: $4,500. (Doni bother caUlng._ 
we undersland that It SOid to another 
dealer as soon as the catalogs "hit the 
streets!") An example of the more oft 
seen 1865 Lincoln-Johnson Inaugural 
ball Invite Is $1,250. Anally, a 
"Secession Arm or Hatband" caught 
our notice. A coated stock card with the 
palmetto flag Inscribed hl/JtJ{JlndBnCs 
OsclarBd. South caroJJna. Decsmblr 
20th, 188018 atlached with thr9ad to a 
41/4 x 26" sash WIIII floral design. This 
"Wonderful Clvll war Item" can be 
yours for $3,900. 

circular with great content 
sold for $400. The piece 

YO!'! l'llll4llll!ILU,l(,(UU,AI. accused Lincoln of mis-
management in conduct

$485 on e-Bay: this wonderful 12 X 17' 
Curlier and Ives - sans beard I - of 
"Frederick Douglass - The Colored 

Ing the war with his 
reelection guar
anteeing tour 
additional years 
of bloodshed. 

Champion of Freedom." A real bargain in our minds! 
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In The Marketplace, cont. 

T his one is a bit different Listed on e-Bay: "For sale is a one of a kind 1800's solid black 
walnut rope bed, slept in by Abraham Lincoln. On the night of Oct 7th 1858, following 
his debate with Stephen A. Douglas, Lincoln was a guest of the Mayor of Galesburg, 

Illinois. This bed has all documentation from owners from 1858, including signed affidavits, 
it is registered in the Knox County Courthouse at Galesburg, and has also been featured in newspaper articles. The bed itself is in excellent condition - the head
board, footboard, and sideralls have an amazing dark walnut patina. The headboard, which is over five feet high, has intricately carved detail, and on the back is 
an inscribed brass plaque that states where and when the bed was used by Abraham Lincoln.'' Bids reached $3,100 without the reserve being met. 

S imple & Direct of Las Vegas held another of their regular autograph auctions. Among the offerings this round: A printed proclamation, signed by 
President Theodore Roosevelt, issued in the wake of John Hay's death in 1905, authorized a national day of mourning. II sold for the required minimum 
bid of $2,500 against an aggressive estimate of $5-10,000. An "1.0.U." endorsed by President Lincoln was something we had never seen before. M.B. 

Church was a law clerk in the Lincoln & Herndon office in 1860. He entered the Union army, was wounded, and drifted to 
Washington where he put "the bite" on his former employer in 1864: "Five months after date I promise to pay Hon. Abraham 
Lincoln or order the sum of Two hundred and sixty dollars, for value received with interest:· According to the catalog, Lincoln made 
two loans while President, the other being $380 tendered to a Thomas Stackpole on November 8, 1861. Apparently, neither loan 
was repaid, and the administrator of Lincoln's estate was directed by Mary Todd Lincoln not to pursue collecting these White 
House loans. We know that Lincoln liked to read Shakespeare ... perhaps he was unfamiliar with, or chose to Ignore Polonius' 
advice "Neither a borrower, nor a lender be." .. ------ .. 
This piece with several condition problems 
nonetheless sold for $4,000 against a pre-sale 
estimate of $7,500-$15,000. And, an 
engraved invitation to the 1931 dedication 
ceremonies of the Remodeled Tomb of 
Abraham Lincoln in Springfield, a ceremony 
attended by President Herbert Hoover, sold 
for $180 against an estimate of $250-500. 
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~ ~-.....,,---,-~. -~ ~ Lincoln conspirators' trial 

T he Heritage Collectors' Society, Inc. of 
Doylestown, PA - has a name that sounds 
like they are purveyors of limited edition 

plates and Hummels - but they actually sell auto-p r o v i n g graphs and documents. Their recent fixed-price 
there are catalog Included an interesting presentation piece 
still "bar- consisting of a portrait of Lincoln, a copy of the 

~\'.-~ letter, May 15, 1865, from Maj. 
~ t,- Gen. Oliver Otis Howard to Maj. 

gains• out there Emancipation Proclamation, and a card signed and 

'~- "''7 Gen. David Hunter, Presiding 
(boy... in this Inscribed by the "Drummer Boy of Shiloh," John 

''h,..I. "--' .-.--=- . 
new economy, Clem. ·1 met President Lincoln at the White House, 

Judge ... m full· 'HEAD-QUARTERS does this take Jno. L Clem, Co. C, 22 Michigan.• ($385) 
on a whole new ..._ ___ "'""'~ ~--------------~ ARMY OF THE TENNESSEE; 

washington DC May 15th 1865; Dear General· Allow me to intro
duce my friend Rev. Mr. Childs of Boston. He desires to go Into 
your courtroom during this session. Respectfully, 0.0. Howard, 
Maj. Gen.; (To) Maj. Gen. D. Hunter, Pres. Court Martial.· 

meaning!)-the 1860 Currier Grand , 
Republican Banner sold on e-Bay 
for $6,650. Past examples have 
brought $8,000+. 

Y
ou might ask why anyone would pay $1,600 for a rebound copy of the 1863 Report and 
Campaigns of the Army of the Potomac by Maj. Gen. George McClellan, his narrative of cam
paigns in Western Virginia with reports and correspondence between the General and 
Washington. This particular volume is special in that it included a presentation Inscription from 

'Lil Mac to his mother! Written on the first page Is: 'Mrs. E. S. McClellan-with the love of her affection
ate son-George McClellan March 8, 1864." Interestingly, the seller disclosed that the book came from 
the Library of Congress - a fact recognizable to L.O.C. binding (red cloth with gold titled spine), not to 
mention their stamp on the free end paper. Now ... we contacted the L.0.C. to determine if this should 
be in the market. Turns out, they have a similar volume inscribed to Mac's wife and found this example 
redundant It was deacessioned at some point in the 1950s and wound up in a dealer's stock in Ohio. 

This extremely rare 
photograph from the funeral procession in 
Columbus, by Reeve & Watts, sold for $1,525 on 
e-Bay. These CDVs are most often found from 
Philadelphia, Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati and 
New York City. This being said, we've never seen 
cartes from other cities that hosted processions .. 
including Indianapolis. 
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"Tl IE 

LINCOLNPHILE" 
[Gary L. Bunker, From Rail-SoHtter to Icon: Lincoln's Image in 
Ulustrated Periodicals, 1860-1865. Kent, Ohio, The Kent State 
University Press, 2001, 387pps.] 

P 
raclically every Lincoln reference library contains two 
essential works on cartoon depictions of Lincoln: Albert 
Shaw's Abraham Lincoln The Year or His Election A 
Cartoon History and Rufus Wilson's Lincoln In Caricature. 
These works, published in 1929 and 1945 respectively, were 
in dire need of updating with a fresh perspective. This has 

been accomplished, to a great degree, with From Ran-Splitter to 
J,con. This new entry should likewise find a special niche besides 
these standards. 

The work chronicles Lincoln's depiction in cartoons in peri
odicals beginning in 1860 and ending with his assassination. It 
excludes cartoons appearing in separately issued format (by 
such publishers as Currier & Ives, Magee, and Bromley & Co.), 
campaign newspapers, or book form. Most of the images are 
sourced from comic illustrated periodicals (which began to 
flourish around 1860), as well as mainstream publications (e.g., 
Ha,per's Weekly and The New York /1/ustrated News). The artists 
who drew the cartoons are mentioned as are details on the busi
ness life-cycle of each enterprise. 

The chapters are arranged thematically and follow a chrono
logical order, more or Jess. The quality or the illustrations. con
trary to the previous two works mentioned, are generally excel
lenl. These cartoons, many previously unpublished. were 
sourced from a variety or institutions and private holdings. They 
manage to give a thorough visual history of the issues associat
ed with Lincoln's run for the presidency and his tenure in office. 

As in any work, there are some faults. The first two chapters, 
comprising thirty pages, should have been distilled or edited 
out. The wording is turgid, dmicult to navigate, and directed 
towards academicians (e.g., trying to quantify Lincoln's status in 
the medium through an arbitrary scale from I to 3). Our advice? 
Start with page 31 and go back later if you want. The balance or 
the book is straightforward and reads easily. In each chapter, the 
author, besides presenting background information, describes 
all of the cartoons pictured as well as some that are not. In some 
cases, the illustrated cartoons require elucidation - especially 
since some or the captions are too small to read - with many, tex
tual description is superfluous. The addition of editorial com
ment and accompanying verses is useful and helps to flesh out 
the image. There are a handful of improperly described cartoons 
(Greeley misidentified as Chase, a banjo called a guitar, a liberty 
pole called a staff of power, and Lincoln and McClellan described 
as "jockeys", not drivers, in a trotting horse-race), but such over
sight Is found in every such catalog. 

There are some theses, however. that we dispute. The 
author places undue emphasis on the short-lived candidacy of 
the Radical Republicans, Fremont and Cochrane, assigning far 
greater importance than anyone at the time or since ever gave. 
Just as the Fremont advocates ridiculed Lincoln for his "expedi
ency" policy. so did Fremont opponents ridicule the minuscule 
attendance of 300 at his Cleveland nominating convention. 
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Realistically speaking, the Fremont candidacy was, to use a 
horse-racing analogy, a non-starter. Another debatable thesis in 
the book is that Uncoln's re-election effort was significantly aided 
by the Northern illustrated periodicals. A letter to the editor of 
Harper's Weekly is used as evidence to support this theory. with 
many deductions drawn therefrom. Hardly scientific or convincing. 

The cartoons that appeared in England were mostly deroga
tory towards Lincoln. Yet, these did not cause the British gov
ernment to recognize the Confederacy, nor did they have any 
positive effect on the Southern cause. These cartoons reflected 
establishment views and the viewpoint of press management. As 
ski!Uul and biting as they were, they did not represent the view 
of the opposition nor the British working-class, a reality totally 
ignored in Bunker's work. Llkewise. the Lincoln cartoons that 
appeared in the Northern press represented the position of man
agement and/or the artists involved. Perhaps they also repre
sented public opinion. The publications in question were largely 
headquartered in New York City. Doesn't that say something? 
Isn't it possible that the cartoons accurately reflected the popu
lation of New York, with its diHerent ethnic groups, class distinc
tions, and prejudices'? How about the rest of the country? They 
had their own partisan newspapers. Cartoons often appeared In 
these publications - Ohio being the epicenter of Democratic oppo
sition. There is also the bigger question of "Does art influence indi
vidual or societal behavior or does it merely reflect it?" There 
remain numerous gray areas to the debate. 

It might have been helpful to describe for readers the differ
ent types of periodicals discussed. We've all admired woodcuts 
In Harper's by Winslow Homer and Thomas Nast, but how many 
of us have read through entire issues? How many pages were there 
In each issue? How much editorial content, how much news, how 
much advertising? What was their circulation? Conversely, few of 
us have read or even seen the comic periodicals that produced 
these cartoons. Similar questions should be posed and answered. 
Obviously, many of these humorous magazines were short-lived. 
Their circulation had to be small. While copies of Harper's Weekly 
are today commonplace, with complete bound voJumes available, 
comic magazines are very rare and don't appear to have been 
saved. Are there conclusions to be drawn from that? 

In spite of these misgivings, the cartoons, not the author's 
point-of-view, are central. They are the star of the show. As stat
ed, many or these cartoons orlg.inated in publications that do not 
appear in the marketplace with any regularity. For many of us, 
it's like discovering a whole new world. Gary Bunker is to be 
thanked for his effort in bringing them all together for us to 
enjoy. Although the skill of the artists vary, each cartoon is an 
entertaining story in itself. 

The author briefly comments on the sparsity or cartoons for 
other politicians. Lincoln was In a category by himself in this 
regard. It is obvious that most of the 1860 and 1864 cartoons can 
be categorized as either pro or anti-Lincoln. One sees few parti
san cartoons for Douglas, Bell, Breckinridge, or McClellan. Even 
in anti-Lincoln cartoons, the opposition candidate is shown as a 
casual participant or observer. Beginning with his nomination 
for president in 1860, Lincoln was the center of attention. The 
cover illustration of this book, depicting Lincoln as the giant 
Gulliver in the land of the Lilliputians, reflects this reality - a 
reality that constitutes a continuum. '!Jr...,. ~~ 
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THE ESSENTIAL PRFSIDENTIAL 
BOOK SHELF: A SELECTIVE 

READERS' & COLLECTORS' GUIDE 

TOM TRESCOTT & DAN WEINBERG 

[.E!litw:: As evidenced by our focus in this issue on Theodore Roosevelt, l 
passionate Lincoln students eventually work their way through ot~er 
administrations. To date, Lincoln is but one of 42 men to serve in High 
Office. Only by comparing their lives and achievements - in the context 
of the times they each lived - can we better understand their impact. 
While one could spend a lifetime reading presidential biographies, we 
thought it wise to publish a select Hsi to detail the most essential works. 
To that end, we are proud to present a check-lisVgulde to be used in 
assembling a basic collection of biographies of the presidents of the 
United States. This bibliography was prepared by two of the most qual
ified experts on the subject. Their collective years in handling presiden
tial studies provides a unique overview. As such, we are beholden to 
Tom and Dan. This list represents just a sampling of the works available; 
they have not attempted to place before you al/the essential titles on this 
vast subject, but Instead have focused on the best full-Ille studies. 

With the exception of a few revised editions, just the first (in some 
cases there Is only one) trade edition of each book is cited. 

Enjoy building your library! 

1. GEORGE WASHINGTON (Federalist, 1789-97) 

Aexner, James Thomas. GEORGE WASHINGTON. Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 
1965-1972. 4 vols., Its., Illus., illus. eps., maps, map eps. Thoroughly researched 
and well written; essential for one studying the life of the first president. 

THE FORGE OF EXPERIENCE (1732-1775). 1965. 
IN THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION (1775-1783). 1968. 
AND THE NEW NATION (1783-1793). 1970. 
ANGUISH AND FAREWELL (1793-1799). 1972. 

Freeman, Douglas Southall. GEORGE WASHINGTON: A BIOGRAPHY. New 
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1948-1957. 7 vols., fts., illus., maps, map 
eps. A distinguished work by an eminent historian, and the definitive por
trait of Washington. Mr. Freeman died in 1953, but his assistants complet
ed the last volume In the series. 

Volumes One & Two: YOUNG WASHINGTON. 1948. Volumes Three & Four: 
PLANTER AND PATRIOT; LEADER OF THE REVOLUTION. 1951. Volume 
Five: VICTORY WITH THE HELP OF FRANCE. 1952. Volume Six. PATRIOT 
AND PRESIDENT. 1954. Volume Seven: FIRST IN PEACE. By John 
Alexander Carroll and Mary Wells Ashworth. 1957. 

Freeman, Douglas Southall. WASHINGTON: AN ABRIDGEMENT IN ONE VOL
UME BY RICHARD HARWELL OF THE SEVEN VOLUME GEORGE WASHING
TON. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1968. 780p., fl., Illus., illus. eps., 
maps. Richard Harwell's fine abridgement of the seven-volume set. 

Randall, Willard Sterne. GEORGE WASHINGTON: A LIFE. New York: Henry 
Holt, 1997. 548p., maps. A recommended recent treatment. 

2. JOHN ADAMS (Federalist, 1797-1801) 

Ferling, John. JOHN ADAMS: A LIFE. Knoxville: University of Tennessee 

Press. 1992. 535p., illus. The best one-volume work. 

McCullough, David. JOHN ADAMS. New York: 2001. 751 p., Illus., Illus. eps. 
A sweeping popular biography by a Pulitzer Prize-winner. 

Smith, Page. JOHN ADAMS. Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1962. 2 vols., 1170p., 
illus. This first full study after the publication of the Adams Papers is first rate. 

3. THOMAS JEFFERSON (Democratic-Republican, 1801-09) 

Cunningham, Noble E., Jr. IN PURSUIT OF REASON: THE LIFE OF THOMAS 
JEFFERSON. Baton Rouge and London: Louisiana State University Press, 1987. 
414p., illus. The most solid recent study focuses on Jefferson's public career. 

Malone, Dumas. JEFFERSON AND HIS TIME. Boston: Little, Brown & 
Company 1948-1981. 6 vols., tis., illus., maps. The essential work on 
Jefferson'. and one of the greatest contributions to American historical lit
erature In this century. 

Volume One. JEFFERSON THE VIRGINIAN. 1948. 
Volume Two. JEFFERSON AND THE RIGHTS OF MAN. 1951. 
Volume Three. JEFFERSON AND THE ORDEAL OF LIBERTY. 1962. 
Volume Four. JEFFERSON THE PRESIDENT: FIRSTTERM, 1801-05. 1970. 
Volume Five. JEFFERSON THE PRESIDENT: SECOND TERM, 1805-09. 1974. 
Volume Six. THE SAGE OF MONTICELLO. 1981. 

Peterson, Merrill D. THOMAS JEFFERSON AND THE NEW NATION: A BIOG
RAPHY. New York: Oxford University Press, 1970. 1072p., ft., illus. Based 
upon a rare command of the Jefferson literature, this is the best one-vol
ume life of the third president. 

4. JAMES MADISON (Democratic-Republican, 1809-17) 

Brant, Irving. JAMES MADISON. Indianapolis: Bobbs-~errill, 1941-196~. _6 
vols., fts., illus. Impeccable scholarship presented with verve. The defini
tive work on Madison. 

Volume One. THE VIRGINIA REVOLUTIONIST. 1941. 
Volume Two. THE NATIONALIST, 1780-1787. 1948. 
Volume Three. FATHER OF THE CONSTITUTION, 1787-1800. 1950. 
Volume Four. SECRETARY OF STATE, 1800-1809. 1953. 
Volume Five. PRESIDENT, 1809-1812. 1956. 
Volume Six. COMMANDER IN CHIEF, 1812-1836.1961. 

Brant, Irving. THE FOURTH PRESIDENT: A LIFE OF JAMES MADISON. 
Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1970. 681p. A masterful condensation of the 
multi-volume original. 

Ketcham, Ralph Louis. JAMES MADISON: A. BIOGRAPHY. New York: 
Macmillan, 1971. 753p., Illus. A well-written review of Madison's career. 

Ruland, Robert A. JAMES MADISON: THE FOUNDING FATHER. New York: 
Macmillan, 1987. 287p., illus. A fresh, personal biography. 

5. JAMES MONROE (Democratic-Republican, 1817-25) 

Ammon, Harry. JAMES MONROE. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1971. 706p., fl. 
A fine, thorough treatment. 

Cresson, William P. JAMES MONROE. Chapel HIii: University of North 
Carolina Press, 1946. 577p., tt., illus. Excellent scholarly biography of the 
least known of the Virginia presidents. 

Styron, Arthur. THE LAST OF THE COCKED HATS: JAMES MONROE & THE 
VIRGINIA DYNASTY. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1945. 480p., 
ft., illus. A good study of the man and his times. 
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6. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS (Democratlc
Republlcan, 1825-29) 

Bemis, Samuel F JOHN QUINCY ADAMS ANO 
THE FOUNDATIONS OF AMERICAN FOREIGN 
POLICY; JOHN QUINCY ADAMS AND THE 
UNION. New York· Alfred A. Knopf. 1949-56 2 
vols. (588p., 546p.), ft., plates, maps, fold. 
maps. Scholarly and Interesting. Bemis empha· 
sizes the enduring Influence Adams had on the 
growth of the Republic. 

Hecht, Marie B. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS: A PER
SONAL HISTORY OF AN INDEPENDENT MAN 
New York. Macmillan, 1972. 682p., illus. A vigor
ous examination of the last president intimately 
tied to the values of the Revolutionary generation. 

Parsons, Lynn Hudson. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
Madison: Madison House, 1998. 284p., Illus., map. 
A balanced, complete, and lively recent biography. 

7. ANDREW JACKSON (Democrat, 1829-37) 

James, Marquis. ANDREW JACKSON: BORDER 
CAPTAIN; PORTRAIT OF A PRESIDENT. 
Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1933-1937. 2 vols. 
(461 p.; 627p.), tts., plates, maps, map eps. 
Epic, exciting, and regarded as the standard life 
of Jackson until Remlni. 

Parton, James. THE LIFE OF ANDREW JACK
SON. New York: Mason Brothers, 1859-60. 3 
vols. (636p.; 672p.: 734p.), Its .. fold. facsim 
The first major biography, with pioneering 
research on Jackson's early life. 

Remini, Robert V. ANDREW JACKSON .... New 
York: Harper & Row, 1977-1984. 3 vols., illus., 
maps. The definitive work on 'Old Hickory'. 
Jackson 1s revealed as a man of conflicting 
ambitions and emotions ••• heroic, but filled 
with doubt and even self-destructiveness. 

... ANO THE COURSE OF AMERICAN EMPIRE, 
1767-1821. 19TT. 
... ANO THE COURSE OF AMERICAN FREEDOM, 
1822-1832. 1981 
.. . AND THE COURSE OF AMERICAN DEMOC· 
RACY, 1833-1845. 1984. 

Remini, Robert V. THE LIFE OF ANDREW JACK· 
SON. New York: Harper & Row, 1988. 412p., 
Illus., maps. An excellent one-volume abridge
ment of the above. 

8. MARTIN VAN BUREN (Democrat, 1837-41) 

Alexander, Holmes. AMERICAN TALLEYRAND: 
THE CAREER OF MARTIN VAN BUREN. New 
York: Harper & Brothers, 1935. 430p., illus. The 
classic life of the founder of ·machine politics.' 

Lynch, Denis Tilden. AN EPOCH ANO A MAN: 
MARTIN VAN BUREN ANO HIS TIMES. New 
York: Horace Liveright, 1929. 566p., ft., plates. 
A standard work on Van Buren. 

Niven, John MARTIN VAN BUREN ANO THE 
ROMANTIC AGE OF AMERICAN POLITICS. New 
York and Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1983. 
736p .. illus. Thoughtful study of Van Buren and 
his time, and the first modern biography based 
extensively on the man's papers. 

9. WILLIAM HENRY HARRISON (Whig, 1841) 

Cleaves, Freeman. OLD TIPPECANOE· WILLIAM 
HENRY HARRISON AND HIS TIME. New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1939. 422p., ft., illus., 
maps. Sympathetic biography of the 'forgotten 
president' who served the briefest tenn. Although 
Harrison held office for only a month, his distin
guished career spanned several decades. 

Goebel, Dorothy B. WILLIAM HENRY HARRI
SON: A POLITICAL BIOGRAPHY. Indianapolis: 
Indiana Library & Historical Dept., 1926. 456p., 
ft., plates. Despite its age, a work essential to 
the study of Harrison. 

10. JOHN TYLER (Whig, 1841-45) 

Chitwood, Oliver Perry. JOHN TYLER: CHAMPI· 
ON OF THE OLD SOUTH. New York: Appleton
Century, 1939. 496p., ft. A scholarly work on a 
complex character: the flrst of the accidental 
presidents. 

Seager, Robert, II. AND TYLER TOO: A BIOG
RAPHY OF JOHN & JULIA TYLER. New York: 
McGraw Hill. 1963. 681p. The essential book 
on Tyler. 

11. JAMES K. POLK (Democrat, 1845-49) 

McCormac, Eugene Irving. JAMES K. POLK: A 
POLITICAL BIOGRAPHY. Berkeley: University of 
Galifornia Press, 1922. 7 46p. A fine account of 
the first 'dark horse' In a presidential race. 

Sellers, Charles Grier, Jr. JAMES K. POLK: 
JACKSONIAN; CONTINENTALIST. Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1957-1966. 2 vols. 
(526p.; 513p.), Illus., maps. A carefully 
researched study of the Mexican War president 
and expansionist, that has yet to be completed . 

12. ZACHARY TAYLOR (Whig, 1849-50) 

Bauer, K. Jack. ZACHARY TAYLOR: SOLDIER, 
PLANTER, STATESMAN OF THE OLD SOUTH· 
WEST. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University 
Press, 1985. 348p., illus., maps. A balanced and 
thoroughly researched biography of a man not 
so simple nor so nonpolitical as many historians 
have believed. 

Oyer, Brainerd. ZACHARY TAYLOR. Baton Rouge: 
Louisiana State University Press, 1946. 455p., ft., 
illus., maps. An excellent one-volume biography. 

Hamilton, Holman. ZACHARY TAYLOR: SOL· 
DIER OF THE REPUBLIC; SOLDIER IN THE 
WHITE HOUSE. Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 

1941-1951. 2 vols. (335p.; 496p.), Its., illus. 
The definitive life of 'Old Rough and Ready'. 

13. MILLARD FILLMORE (Whig, 1850-53) 

Rayback, Robert J. MILLARD FILLMORE: BIOG· 
RAPHY OF A PRESIDENT. Buffalo: Buffalo 
Historical Society Publications, 1959. 470p., 
Illus. A good examination of a man whose name 
did not become a household word. 

14. FRANKLIN PIERCE (Democrat, 1853-57) 

Nichols, Roy Franklin. FRANKLIN PIERCE: 
YOUNG HICKORY OF THE GRANITE HILLS. 
Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 
1931 615p., ft., plates. (Revised edition -
1958, 625p.) A discerning portrait of Pierce, and 
the only scholarly biography of the man. 

15. JAMES BUCHANAN (Democrat, 1857-61) 

Klein, Philip S. PRESIDENT JAMES BUCHANAN: 
A BIOGRAPHY. University Park, PA: The 
Pennsylvania State University Press, 506p., 
illus. Scholarly biography of one of the most 
misunderstood chief executives. 

16. ABRAHAM LINCOLN (Republican, 1861-65) 

Donald, David Herbert. LINCOLN. New York: 
Simon & Schuster, 1995. 714p., illus. The 
Pulitzer Prize-winner. 

Neely, Mark E., Jr. THE LAST BEST HOPE OF 
EARTH; ABRAHAM LINCOLN ANO THE 
PROMISE OF AMERICA. Cambridge and 
London: Harvard University Press, 1993. 214p., 
illus. An excellent. compact political analysis. 

Oates, Stephen B. WITH MALICE TOWARD 
NONE: THE LIFE OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN. New 
York: Harper & Row, 1977. 492p., illus. A fine 
modern biography. 

Sandburg, Carl. ABRAHAM LINCOLN· THE 
PRARIE YEARS; THE WAR YEARS. New York: 
Harcourt. Brace & Company, 1926-1939. 6 vols. 
(PRARIE 2 vols.; WAR 4 vols.), Its., illus., maps. 
Essential for any serious Lincoln library. Sandburg 
captured the essence of the Lincoln myth. 

Thomas, Benjamin P. ABRAHAM LINCOLN: A 
BIOGRAPHY. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1952. 
548p., ft., illus., maps. The classic one-volume 
life of Lincoln for almost fifty years. 

JEFFERSON DAVIS (President of the 
Confederate States of America, 1861-65) 

Cooper, William J., Jr. JEFFERSON DAVIS, 
AMERICAN. New York: Knopf, 2000. 757p., 
illus., maps. A full biography that evenly treats 
both the public and the private Davis, and bal
ances his contributions before the Civil War with 
his Confederate presidency. 
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Davis, William C. JEFFERSON DAVIS: THE MAN 
AND HIS HOUR. New York: HarperColllns, 1991. 
784p., ft., Illus. A sympathetic, elegantly written 
treatment 

Strode, Hudson. JEFFERSON DAVIS. New York: 
Harcourt, Brace & World, 1955-1966. 4 vols., 
tis., map eps. The most thorough study of this 
tragic figure. The final volume is a collection of 
private letters. 

AMERICAN PATRIOT, 1808-1861. 1955. 
CONFEDERATE PRESIDENT. 1959. 
TRAGIC HERO, THE LAST TWENTY-FIVE 
YEARS, 1864-1889. 1964. 
PRIVATE LITTERS, 1823-1889. 1966. 

17. ANDREW JOHNSON (Democrat-Union, 
1865-69) 

Stryker, Lloyd Paul. ANDREW JOHNSON: A 
STUDY IN COURAGE. New York: Macmillan, 
1929. 881 p., ft., plates. A provocative study of 
the first president to face impeachment. 

Trefousse, Hans L. ANDREW JOHNSON: A 
BIOGRAPHY. New York and London: W.W. 
Norton, 1989. 463p., illus. The most recent full 
biography, by the foremost authority on the 
Reconstruction era, is the best one. 

18. ULYSSES s. GRANT (Republican, 1869-n) 

Lewis, Lloyd. CAPTAIN SAM GRANT. Boston: 
Little, Brown and Company, 1950. 512p., ft. 
Catton, Bruce. GRANT MOVES SOUTH; GRANT 
TAKES COMMAND. Boston: Little, Brown and 
Company, 1960-1969. 564p; 556p., tis., maps. 
After Lewis died, Gatton continued the multi-vol
ume biography. Still a masterful study, by two 
superb writers and historians, though it only 
takes Grant through the end of the Civil War. 

McFeely, William S. GRANT: A BIOGRAPHY. 
New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1981. 
592p., ft, illus. A complete biography in one 
volume, which won the Pulitzer Prize. Mcfeely 
analyzes Grant's personality to explain his 
meteoric rise. 

Perret, Geoffrey. ULYSSES S. GRANT: SOLDIER 
AND PRESIDENT. New York: Random House, 
1997. 542p., illus., maps. A compelling read, 
especially strong on Grant's military career. 

Simpson, Brooks D. ULYSSES S. GRANT: TRI
UMPH OVER ADVERSITY, 1822-1865. Boston 
and New York: Houghton Mifflin, 2000. 533p., ft., 
illus., maps. The first of two projected volumes 
takes Grant through the end of the Civil War. 

Smith, Jean Edward. GRANT. New York: Simon 
& Schuster, 2001. 781 p., illus., maps. A new 
work, with a revisionist, positive slant on 
Grant's presidency. Exhaustively researched 
and wonderfully written. 

19. RUTHERFORD B. HAYES (Republlcan, 
18n-1881) 

Barnard, Harry. RUTHERFORD B. HAYES AND 
HIS AMERICA. Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merill, 
1954. 606p., ft., illus. An excellent book on a 
man and an era. 

Hoogenboom, Ari. RUTHERFORD B. HAYES: 
WARRIOR AND PRESIDENT. Lawrence: 
University of Kansas Press, 1995. 626p., Illus. A 
comprehensive political biography. 

20. JAMES A. GARFIELD (Republican, 1881) 

Peskin, Allan. JAMES ABRAM GARFIELD. Kent, 
OH: Kent State University Press, 1978. 716p., ft. 
The best account of Garfield and the 'gilded age'. 

Taylor, John M. GARFIELD OF OHIO: THE 
AVAILABLE MAN. New York: W. W. Norton, 
1970. 336p., ft., illus. Another fine modem 
study of the president who served only six 
months before he was assassinated. 

21. CHESTER A. ARTHUR (Republican, 1881-85) 

Reeves, Thomas C. GENTLEMAN BOSS: THE 
LIFE OF CHESTER ALAN ARTHUR. New York: 
Knopf, 1975. 500p., ft., illus. The only full-length 
biography of Arthur, and an excellent book. 

22. GROVER CLEVELAND (Democrat, 1885-89) 

Brodsky, Alyn. GROVER CLEVELAND: A STUDY 
IN CHARACTER. New York: St. Martin's Press, 
2000. 436p., illus. A solid full study of the only 
Democrat elected to the presidency between the 
Civil War and World War One. 

Nevins, Allan. GROVER CLEVELAND: A STUDY 
IN COURAGE. New York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 
1932. 832p., ft., plates. The best biography of 
Cleveland, by one of the great American histori
ans. Cleveland was the only president who 
served non-consecutive terms. 

23. BENJAMIN HARRISON (Republican, 1889-93) 

Sievers, Harry J. BENJAMIN HARRISON. 1952-
1968. 3 vols., ft., illus., maps. The only compre
hensive biography available. 

HOOSIER WARRIOR, 1833-1865. Chicago: 
Henry Regnery Co., 1952. 
HOOSIER STATESMAN, FROM THE CIVIL WAR 

TO THE WHITE HOUSE, 1865-1888. New York: 
University Publishers, 1959. 

HOOSIER PRESIDENT, THE WHITE HOUSE 
AND AFTER. Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1968. 

24. GROVER CLEVELAND (Democrat, 1893-97) 

-See list as twenty-second president. 

25. WILLIAM McKINLEY (Republlcan, 1897-
1901) 

Leech, Margaret. IN THE DAYS OF McKINLEY. 
New York: Harper and Brothers, 1959. 686p., 
illus. Valuable analysis of a neglected and little 
understood man. 

Morgan, H. Wayne. WILLIAM McKINLEY AND 
HIS AMERICA. Syracuse: Syracuse University 
Press, 1963. 595p., ft., illus. Masterfully done. 

26. THEODORE ROOSEVELT (Republlcan, 
1901-09) 

Brands, H.W. TR: THE LAST ROMANTIC. New 
York: BasicBooks, 1997. 897p., illus. Insightful 
and vibrant. 

Harbaugh, WIiiiam H. POWER AND RESPONSI
BILITY: THE LIFE AND TIMES OF THEODORE 
ROOSEVELT. New York: Farrar, Straus & 
Cudahy, 1961. 568p. An excellent read. 

Miller, Nathan. THEODORE ROOSEVELT: A LIFE. 
New York: William Morrow and Company, 1992. 
624p., Illus. A full biography of one of the most 
compelling personalities in the history of the nation. 

Morris, Edmund. THE RISE OF THEODORE 
ROOSEVELT. New York: Coward, Mccann & 
Geoghegan, 1979. 886p., illus., maps. 
THEODORE REX. New York: Random House, 
2001. 772p., illus., map. An engaging portrait 
that promises to become the definitive biogra
phy - if Morris ever finishes it, that is. The first 
volume covers Roosevelt's life to the assassina
tion of McKinley; the second (which took long 
enough!) is TR in the Bully Pulpit. 

Pringle, Henry F. THEODORE ROOSEVELT: A 
BIOGRAPHY. New York: Harcourt, Brace & Co., 
1931. 627p., ft., illus. For many years, the only 
scholarly biography available. Good insights 
into a colorful, often blustering personality. 

27. WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT (Republican, 
1909-13) 

Duffy, Herbert S. WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT: A 
BIOGRAPHY. New York: Minton, Balch & Co., 
1930. 345p., ft., plates. An acceptable one-vol
ume study. 

Pringle, Henry F. THE LIFE AND TIMES OF 
WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT. New York: Farrar and 
Rinehart, 1939. 2 vols., 1106p., Its., illus. 
Though older, still the best biography of the only 
president who also became Chief Justice. 

28. WOODROW WILSON (Democrat, 1913-21) 

Baker, Ray Stannard. WOODROW WILSON: 
LIFE & LETTERS. New York: Doubleday, 1927-
1939. 8 vols., fts., plates, facsims. Still a major 
work on the scholar-president. 

Volume One. YOUTH, 1856-1890. 1927. 
Volume Two. PRINCETON, 1890-1910. 1927. 
Volume Three. GOVERNOR, 1910-1913. 1931. 
Volume Four. PRESIDENT. 1913-1914. 1931. 
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Volume Five. NEUTRALITY, 1914-1915. 1935. 
Volume Six. FACING WAR, 1915-1917. 1937. 
Volume Seven. WAR LEADER, APRIL 6,1917 -

FEBRUARY 28,1918. 1939. 
Volume Eight. ARMISTICE, MARCH - NOVEM

BER 11, 1918. 1939. 

Heckscher, August. WOODROW WILSON. New 
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1991. 7 43p., 
illus. The best one-volume treatment. 

Link, Arthur S. WILSON. Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1947-1965. 5 vols., illus., 
plates. An outstanding work, In need of a schol
ar to complete the task. 

THE ROAD TO THE WHITE HOUSE. 1947. 
THE NEW FREEDOM. 1956. 
THE STRUGGLE FOR NEUTRALITY, 1914-1915. 
1960. 
CONFUSIONS AND CRISES, 1915-1916. 1964. 
CAMPAIGNS FOR PROGRESSIVISM AND 
PEACE, 1916-1917. 1965. 

Walworth, Arthur. WOODROW WILSON: I 
AMERICAN PROPHET; II WORLD PROPHET. 
New York: Longmans, Green and Company, 
1958. Revised edition, New York: W.W. Norton, 
1978. 2 vols. (454p.; 438p.), fts. A Pulitzer 
Prize-winning full biography. 

29. WARREN G. HARDING (Republican, 1921-23) 

Russell, Francis. THE SHADOW OF BLOOMING 
GROVE: WARREN G. HARDING IN HIS TIMES. 
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1968. 691p. Though 
flawed, still the best biography of a president 
who was too human. 

30. CALVIN COOLIDGE (Republican, 1923-29) 

McCoy, Donald R. CALVIN COOLIDGE: THE 
QUIET PRESIDENT. New York: Macmillan, 1967. 
472p., illus. The most recent biography gives 
this business president fair treatment. 

White, William Allen. PURITAN IN BABYLON: 
THE STORY OF CALVIN COOLIDGE. New York: 
Macmillan, 1938. 460p., ft., illus. The much 
maligned 'Silent Cal' is placed in better per
spective by a famous editor. 

31. HERBERT HOOVER (Republican, 1929-33) 

Burner, David. HERBERT HOOVER: A PUBLIC 
LIFE. New York: Knopf, 1979. 433p., illus. A bal
anced political biography. 

Lyons, Eugene. HERBERT HOOVER: A BIOGRA
PHY. Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1964. 444p., illus. 
eps. The best of the Hoover biographies reveals the 
human side of a seemingly austere figure. 

Nash, George H. THE LIFE OF HERBERT 
HOOVER. New York and London: W.W. Norton, 
1983-96. 3 vols., illus. This will be the definitive 
study of an able, but unlucky president; autho-

rized and subsidized by the Hoover Presidential 
Library Association. 

THE ENGINEER, 1874-1914. 1983. 
THE HUMANITARIAN. 1914-1917. 1988. 
MASTER OF EMERGENCIES, 1917-1918. 1996. 

32. FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT (Democrat, 
1933-45) 

Bums, James MacGregor. ROOSEVELT: THE 
LION AND THE FOX; THE SOLDIER OF FREE
DOM. New York: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 
1956-1970. 2 vols. (553p.; 722p.), Illus. The 
first complete biography of FDR. 

Davis, Kenneth S. FDR: A HISTORY. New York: 
Random House, 1972-2000. 5 vols. A sweeping 
chronicle that, due to the death of the author, 
ends before the end of Roosevelt. 

THE BECKONING OF DESTINY, 1882-1928.1972. 
THE NEW YORK YEARS, 1928-1933. 1985. 
THE NEW DEAL YEARS, 1933-1937. 1986. 
INTO THE STORM, 1937•1940. 1993. 
THE WAR PRESIDENT, 1940-1943. 2000. 

Freidel, Frank. FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT. 
Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1952-1973. 
4 vols., illus. Projected to be six volumes and 
the most comprehensive biography of FDR, the 
work was abandoned after getting Roosevelt 
through the 'Hundred Days·. 

THE APPRENTICESHIP 1952. 
THE ORDEAL. 1954. 
THE TRIUMPH. 1956. 
LAUNCHING THE NEW DEAL. 1973. 

Freidel, Frank. FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT: A REN
DEZVOUS WITH DESTINY. Boston: Little, Brown 
and Company, 1990. 710p., illus. Since Freidel 
never completed his multi-volume biography, he 
wrote the standard one-volume work instead. 

33. HARRY S. TRUMAN (Democrat, 1945-53) 

Ferrell, Robert H. HARRY S. TRUMAN: A LIFE. 
Columbia, MO: University of Missouri Press, 
1994. 501 p., illus. A fine study by an authority 
on the American presidency. 

Hamby, Alonzo L. A MAN OF THE PEOPLE: A LIFE 
OF HARRY S. TRUMAN. New York and Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1995. 760p., illus. Deeply 
researched, balanced, and superbly written. 

McCullough, David. TRUMAN. New York: Simon 
& Schuster, 1992. 1117p., illus. A best-seller 
and Pulitzer Prize-winner. 

34. DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER (Republican, 
1953-61) 

Ambrose, Stephen E. EISENHOWER: SOLDIER, 
GENERAL OF THE ARMY, PRESIDENT-ELECT; 
THE PRESIDENT & ELDER STATESMAN. New 

York: Simon & Schuster, 1983-84. 2 vols. 
(640p.; 752p.), Illus., map eps. The most com
plete and objective work yet on the general who 
became President. 

Lee, R. Alton. DWIGHT 0. EISENHOWER: SOL
DIER AND STATESMAN. Chicago: Nelson-Hall, 
1981. 379p., illus. A favorable assessment. 

Lyon. Peter. EISENHOWER: PORTRAIT OF THE 
HERO. Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 
197 4. 991 p., illus. Compassionate biography of 
the man who was the nation's "father figure'. 

35. JOHN F. KENNEDY (Democrat, 1961-63) 

Hamilton, Nigel. JFK: RECKLESS YOUTH. New 
York: Random House, 1992. 898p., illus. The 
first of a projected multi-volume life gets JFK 
through his first election to Congress. 

Parmet, Herbert S. JACK: THE STRUGGLES OF 
JOHN F. KENNEDY; JFK: THE PRESIDENCY OF 
JOHN F. KENNEDY. New York: Dial Press, 1980· 
1983. 2 vols. (586p.; 407p.), illus. A balanced 
portrait, and the best work to date on Kennedy. 

Reeves, Thomas C. A QUESTION OF CHARAC
TER: A LIFE OF JOHN F. KENNEDY. New York: 
The Free Press, 1991. 51 Op., illus. A very criti
cal study. 

36. LYNDON B. JOHNSON (Democrat, 1963-69) 

Caro, Robert A. THE YEARS OF LYNDON JOHN
SON: THE PATH TO POWER; MEANS OF 
ASCENT. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1982-1990. 
2 vols. (882p.; 506p.), illus. These first two vol
umes of a yet to be completed biography are the 
most detailed life of LBJ, with considerable new 
material. Still, the use of certain questionable 
sources may prevent Caro's work from becom
ing the definitive biography. 

Dallek, Robert. LONE STAR RISING: LYNDON 
JOHNSON AND HIS TIMES, 1908-1960; 
FLAWED GIANT: LYNDON JOHNSON AND HIS 
TIMES, 1861-1973. New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1991-98. 2 vols. (721 p.; 
754p.), illus. Comprehensive and well-written, 
by a leading presidential scholar. 

Kearns, Doris. LYNDON JOHNSON AND THE 
AMERICAN DREAM. New York: Harper & Row, 
1976. 432p. A revealing life of the formidable, 
but troubled, president. 

37. RICHARD M. NIXON (Republican, 1969-74) 

Ambrose, Stephen E. NIXON. New York: Simon 
& Schuster, 1987-91. 3 volumes, illus. A bal
anced, thorough, and compelling chronicle of 
defeat, resurrection and disaster. 

THE EDUCATION OFA POLITICAN, 1913-62.1987. 
THETRIUMPH OF A POLITICAN, 1962-72. 1989. 
RUIN AND RECOVERY, 1973-1990. 1991. 
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Morris, Roger. RICHARD MILHOUS NIXON: THE 
RISE OF AN AMERICAN POLITICIAN. New York: 
Henry Holt, 1990. 1005p., illus. The first of two 
projected volumes takes Nixon to becoming Vice
Presldent; highly critical. 

38. GERALD R. FORD (Republican, 1974-77) 

We are still in waiting for the definitive biography, 
or even a recommendable one. 

39. JIMMY CARTER (Democrat, 1977-81) 

We are still In waiting for the definitive biography, 
or even a recommendable one. 

40. RONALD REAGAN (Republican, 1981-89) 

Morris, Edmund. DUTCH: A MEMOIR OF RONALD 
REAGAN. New York: Random House, 1999. 874p., 
illus. The only authorized life was very controver
sial because of the author's unorthodox biograph
ical style. Informative and insightful, but it could 
have (and should have) been more. 

Pemberton, William E. EXIT WITH HONOR: THE 
LIFE AND PRESIDENCY OF RONALD REAGAN. 
Armonk, NY: 1998. 295p., illus. The first biogra
phy to make use of the Ronald Reagan Presidential 
Library is a splendid one. 

41. GEORGE BUSH (Republican, 1989·93) 
42. BILL CLINTON (Democrat, 1993·2D01) 
43. GEORGE W. BUSH (Republican, 2001-?) 

We are stlll in waiting for the definitive biography, 
or even a recommendable one for each. ~ 

At least a dozen of our friends glee
fully pointed us to this new. astound
Ing research. Forget everything you 

thought you knew about Lincoln. 
Throw away your entire Lincoln 

Library. Lincoln scholarship has a 
new name ... "Thy name is ... WOMANr 

(Apologies to Shakespeare.) 

R 
, 1 s 

1
, ~ Rail Splitlers who are famil-a l P Inter S - -iar with Chicago but who 

haven't visited the city in the last few 
years may be surprised at how much it 
has changed, especially on the fringes of 

the Loop and in the so-called Near North area. A continuing construction and condo
conversion boom has filled vacant lots, witnessed demolition and replacement of 
numerous old buildings, and transformed many others. Among the prime properties 
recently gobbled up by developers was the site of the "Wigwam," the large frame build
ing in which the Republican National Convention of 1860 met and lirst nominated 
Abraham Lincoln for the presidency. The Wigwam site, at the southeast corner of Lake 
Street and Wacker Drive, was also the location of the city's most famous pioneer hotel 
and tavern. the "Sauganash," operated during the 1830s by Mark Beaubien, a jovial 
French-Canadlan renowned for fiddJe-playlng, horse-racing, and duck-hunting from the 
hostelry's front porch (the hotel also served as the city's first theatre). For most of the 
20th century the site was occupied by a brick warehouse-type building, which was 
razed several years ago. At that time, Rail Splitter Editor Tim Bakken unsuccessfully 
tried to interest the "powers that be" in excavating the site. Although the ground was 
cleared - only being used as a parking lot - state authorities evidenced no enthusiasm 
for a dig and claimed that 20th century construction had probably destroyed any 
archaeological evidence, ignoring the fact that city/street levels were much lower in 
1860 than today. A retail, office and condo complex, some 35 stories high, is now near-

The Chicago Wigwam - erected as a convention hall by local political clubs. Photo by A. Hesler. 

ing completion on the Wigwam site and tenants should begin moving in Lhis spring. The 
new structure required foundation pilings deeper than anything heretofore on the prop
erty. Although portions of the ground at the Wigwam level may yet remain undisturbed, 
the life expectancy of the new building means that any archaeological .inquiry has become 
the province of a future generation. One simple question lhat might have been answered 
by a dig is "whatever happened to the Wigwam?' Remarkably enough, no one knows for 
sure. While most authorities assume that it burned in the Great Fire of 1871, some think it 
perished in an earlier blaze, and still others believe that it was dismantled and/or moved 
away, never to be heard of again. Incidentally, ii you're interested in living on the historic 
site, space is sWI available and a few hundred thousand dollars will move you in! 

~ A new policy planned by the U.S. Postal Service ought to ring alarm bells 
- throughout all segments of the collecting community, including those of us 
who send priceless lincolniana through lhe mails! As reported by much of the national 
media and as covered extensively in the nation's leading philatelic paper, Linn's Stamp 
News of Sidney, Ohio. the U.S.P.S. wants to install costly equipment that will automati
cally irradiate much of the mall it handles. The stated purpose is to kill anthrax and 
other pathogens that terrorists might spread via the mailstream, and the process is already 
being used on much of the mail addressed to Washington, D.C. The problem? Irradiation can 
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have enormously adverse effects on paper, adhesives and plastics. 
Among the dire consequences reported so far are embrittlement, 
changes in paper color, bleach-like smells, peelable adhesives 
turned into utterly unremovable ones, and even incineration (at 
least two batches of mail have burned while undergoing irradiation). 
Linn's editor Ken Lawrence has called the plan a "boondoggle," not
ing its immense price tag (an estimated six billion dollars) and the 
simple fact that anthrax and other pathogens can (and presumably 
would) be delivered in ways other than by mail. The U.S.P.S. claims 
that irradiation wiU be used mainly on "anonymous" mail which is 
dropped in a mail box or slot - and that exemptions will be in place 
for letters and parcels handled face-to-face by a postal clerk. 
Corporate mass mailings would be exempt because they originate 
with a "known source" - as though no evildoer could ever get a job 
in a corporate mail room! The exemption for face-to-lace mailings 
seems to suppose that a madman or a terrorist (willing to commit 
suicide, as we have seen) would never personally hand over infect
ed mail to a postal clerk. A few of the tough questions that seem, so 
far, to have neither been asked nor answered include: how much rev
enue will the already ailing Postal Service lose if the collectibles com
munity must abandon the U.S.P.S.? Wtll it indemnify (at no cost for 
registration or insurance) patrons whose Irreplaceable mail is acci
dentally irradiated despite saleguards? Who will determine whether 
a collectible has been damaged, what criteria will be used, and what 
proof of original condition would be required? What increases and new 
service charges will be passed on to the public in consequence of this 
plan? We think it behooves all historically-minded individuals, whether 
they are collectors or not, to investigate this issue and get it the fullest 
publicity-especially within the many types of collectors' organizations 

- so that appropriate action (and perhaps protest) can be made to 
Congress and the Postal Service. 

~ !h~ ~incoln ~useum in Fo~ Wayne will s~owcase 
- - • -~ Dmmg & Diplomacy.- White House China," an 

exhibit featuring 200 years of porcelains that date from 
Washington's personally selected French and Chinese services. 
The exhibition runs from April 13 through July 7. 

~ Call this one Lincoln-era trivial Ever wonder where 
• • the expression "Where in the Sam Hill ... ?" or "What 

the Sam HilJ?" originated? Was someone really named Sam Hill? 
Those of a younger generation probably haven't heard the 
phrase - unless devotees of those Warner Brothers' cartoons 
that help keep dated expressions like this alive. (Thanks to such 
characters as Foghorn Leghorn, Yosemite Sam, and, of course, 
Bugs!) Although popular slang and idiom occasionally enjoys a 
long "shelf-life" ('sock-it-to-me" and "Dy-no-mite!" being notable 
exceptions), there comes a point when such expressions totally 
fade from the scene. Not quite so with the expression associated 
with Samuel W. Hill, a rip-roaring surveyor and mining man who 
operated out of the mining camps of Michigan in the 1840s and 
'50s. It turns out that Sam's propensity for profanity was truly 
legendary. His neighbors, retelling his tall tales in polite society, 
substituted "Sam Hill" for the more lurid phrases, and Hill's fame 
spread far beyond the Copper Country. The popularity of this 
euphemistic expression became pervasive, and there is little 
doubt that Lincoln not only heard it on a regular basis, but might 
have used it himself, especially if telling an off-color story! 

www.AmericaGallery.com 
Presents 

The Emancipation Proclamation 
Signed By Abraham Lincoln 

Kaller Historical Documents, Inc. is proud to announce the acquisition of 
an official edition of the Emancipation Proclamation, one of 48 original 
printings signed by Lincoln in June of 1864. You can view the 
Emancipation Proclamation at www.AmericaGallery.com. 

.... , 
_,.. .. ,_ ___ ., .. ,__ ... ___ _ ...,. __ WIil __ ....,_ .... .,._ _,. ....... _"'_ .. .....,_ 

While exploring our web site, be sure to browse our On-Une Catalog that 
contains hundreds of exciting documents In a variety of categories. Or, if 
you prefer, participate in one of our upcoming Web Auctions. 

March 7: 
April: 
May: 

KHD 

Americana 
ClvU War 
Letters of Sovereigns and Royalty 

Kaller Historical Documents, Inc. 
PO Box 384 Marlboro, NJ 0TT46 

Email: KallerS@optonline.net 
www.AmericaGallery.com 
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LETTERS 
~EDITOR 

Dear Rail Splitter: 

I was pleased as always to receive my latest copy of The Rail 
Splitter today and sat down to immediately peruse Vol. 7, #3 
(Winter 2002). I would like to offer a bit of a "dissenting opinion" 
though with regard to the "Pake Provenance: Porged Hannibal 
Hamlin Library Stamp" article by Norm Boas and Gary Woolson. 

As a long-time student/collector, I understand Woolson's dis
appointment in a bad personal experience but am a bit surprised 
at his conclusion that because he questions the authenticity In 
this Instance, ALL Items with the stamp (ownership attribution) 
are fake. Though I tend to think his conclusion is likely correct in 
this particular instance, knowledge of the personal relationship 
or, better said, lack of personal relationship, between Lincoln 
and Hamlin would surely cast a shadow over a rubber stamp 
provenance tying Lincoln material to Hamlin. Having said that, It 
is a known fact that Hamlin had an extensive library, further that 
the bulk of that library was sold in ''Down East" Maine In two 
large sales with smaller amounts coming out later In more than 
one group. Based on the alleged significance of the Woolson 
items by virtue of a link between Lincoln and Hamlin, it seems 
there is some real likelihood that Wooison's Canadian source 
acquired Hamlin's library stamp in one of the early sales and 
may have put it to his own use. On the other hand It is not 
beyond the realm of possibility that the Canadian got in early 
and "picked" some of the "good stuff" and it's real?? 

The Lincoln/Hamlin connection seems a bit shaky to be sure 
but it seems to me Woolson's experience points more to the 
potential of embellishment of some ''Lincoln / Hamlin" materia.l 
that he acquired from the Canadian than a damning of ALL 
stamped artifacts. I would submit that Woolson's persona.I expe
rience doesn't justify the issuance as fact such an all-encom
passing statement as "the stamped imprint, LIBRARY OP HANNI
BAL HAMLIN, on any document, letter or book is a forgery, pre
pared by Borden Clark." Such a precariously-based conclusion is 
(I hope) deserving of another look. 

Over the years Janet and I have acquired two major groups 
of unquestionable Hanniba.l Hamlin materia.1-unquesUonable by 
provenance and simply by virtue of what they were. The groups 
contained such persona.I things as letters to and from family 
members, Hannibal Hamlin's personal scrapbooks with his hand 
notations, unpublished and unquestionable photographs from 
post-War family daguerreotypes to a box camera ''snapshot" of 
Hannibal's second and much younger wife taken as an elderly 
and infirm widow of the late V.P. Yes, and a.lso included were per
sonal books with the same library stamp. As for the number of 
volumes floating around the Bangor area as testimony that they 
must be "fake," I would like to offer a personal parallel from the 
"good old days." 

Many years ago I was offered a shoe-box full of persona.I 
checks endorsed by Joshua Laurence Chamberlain. They came 
from a Brunswick, Maine sa.le which offered boxes of volumes 
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from the Bowdoin College professor's library. The land was 
flooded with Chamberlain signed books. Who would ever care 
about Chamberlain-signed checks, I thought, as I reluctantly 
plunked down the $.25-cents/each asking price for the box of 
checks. In light of today's market, I have seen what I thought 
were bad Chamberlain signatures. Should I infer by that and by 
the quantity of signatures I had seen In the past that a.11 
Chamberlain signatures are fake? I think not! Finally, may I say 
that my purpose in launching into such a wordy response to the 
article is not intended as a criticism of the authors but as a "pro
tecting the nest" response from an old historian and American 
artifact lover who wouldn't want to see a good and genuinely his
toric artifact "go out with the bath water" based on the article. 
Thanks to the authors for their interest, thanks for your indul
gence and for a fine publication. 

Bedford C. Hayes 
Standish, Maine 

[.Edi.tw:: The following was written in response to Bedford's letter 
by the authors of the original article] 

Dear Rail Splitter: 

This Is In response to the Bedford Hayes letter on our arti
cle titled "Fake Provenance: The Forged Hanniba.l Hamlin Library 
Stamp," which appeared in The Rail Splitter, Vol. 7, No. 3, Winter 
2002. He states, 'Woolson's personal experience doesn't justify 
the Issuance as fact such as an all-encompassing statement as 
'the stamped imprint. LIBRARY OF HANNIBAL HAMLIN, on any 
document, letter or book is a forgery, prepared by Borden 
Clarke."' The only basic Issue Hayes has raised is that Borden 
Clarke "in some rea.l llkellhood ... acquired Hamlin's library stamp 
In one of the early sa.les and may have put it to his own use." in 
the first case, this is idle speculation, without any support and 
secondly, there is no evidence that any of the books from 
Hamlin's library bore this stamp. We researched this possibility 
carefully and concluded that this was the case. 

U Bedford Hayes owns LIBRARY OF HANNIBAL HAMLIN
stamped books, the provenance would not necessarily explain 
who placed the stamps there nor that these books actua.lly came 
from the Hamlin library. Clarke had been plying his trade as long 
as 60 years ago. Gary has expanded on this subject in this 
response to the Hayes letter, "If some books in the Hamlin library 
were getting stamped, It more or less stands to reason, all would 
have been. I also acquired a batch of books that came from the 
summer cottage of Hamlin's granddaughter and none of these 
were stamped. None of the letters and documents I sold to a uni
versity library had a library stamp; neither did any of the mate
rial I sold to a Hamlin family member in Connecticut. I have pur
chased and sold a good many Hamlin books and papers in the 
past 35 years and nothing has been stamped LIBRARY OF HAN
NIBAL HAMLIN, except the materia.1I acquired from Mr. Clarke." 

Norman F. Boas & Gary W. Woolson. 
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Hi Guys: 

In the latest Rail Splitter, which I devoured instantly, your 
reported price-realized of $26,000 for the 63 mm silver Very Fine 
Lincoln 1PM in Joe Levine's PCAC December 2001 Baltimore auc
tion (Rail Splitter, page 20) is evidently incorrect. 

Joe's prices realized for this sale, just arrived, reports a ham
mer of $14,500. That plus the 15% buyer's fee brings it to a total of 
$16,675, slightly above his catalogue estimate. Still, a very healthy 
price for this medal considering that another silver Lincoln IPM 
(larger at 76 mm ) in respectable but slightly lesser condition auc
tioned in the same city, at the same coin show, on the exact same 
day, December 1st, for only $6,000 plus 15% buyers fee, selling to 
Rex Stark, in the Bowers and Merena auction. 

Just keeping you on your toes. 

Alan V. Weinberg 
Woodland Hills, CA 

[Eru..tQr: We rounded the price - including the buyer's premium - to 
$16,000. MistakenJy, it was keyed in as $26,000. Our apologies for 
the error. Thanks for keeping us on the straight and narrow!] 

++ 

The following was sent in by our dear friend Dr. Ed Sullivan. He 
discovered it among the ephemera collection at the Museum of 
American Political Life. From 1871, we let it speak for itself. After 
all, we knew Lincoln supported athletics ... we didn't know he sup
ported athletic supporters! 

ABRAHAM LINCOLN'S OPINION 
--o:r--

THE BANNINC BRACE 
........ ,..... ......... __..t......,._ .. ,.,.,. ........ t.1i..,.1 ........... P,,tl r-a.-1-c! 

WP1t,.,,f\,..,L\-C..,J11•tJ.l"'4, 

1•1• f'.-•• ,, O.rSi• 1 .. pvrllal•,-.11tt-1,r.c-. n••aotMl'-"t-v~~ .... flt'- A Llti:rrn.11. 

f~-..--...-,,,w. ... .w.~--,._.....,u..,...,.. ............ 
w.......--..,-1411.. 

DI'. &. 1'. D.t.11••..i. tic- T•' ti.. 1 Mn kc41 .a..._ .. .,. ,e .__, ,at!-, - •~::-:-,_,,~- uw; •,~,;;,U. 

DR. E. P. BANNING 
Vllllal Boll<lll wultr the r.llowlag .lttril&llon aod bl eollhllahlld • Pl!lllllDlnt Otllao: 

a..na-t,X..-.M•rdt1',1f7,, 
L "· a.....,..,M...n. nurs--w..•~__,,.. • .._111tW.<CtJ'---..,_d••J1-v .. 

...tU111tt,p,,a1u--•~'"-""~~1..,_.u,,,_.,.,_..._ \· .. ,~. 
0-1P1Lt.,-.._w n. s..-tAGfw11,W ll l,t,,-,J.L,..Wi~ l,.rt, Cl.A B«tol. 

~-=~~.~!,!..~ l! i=c:.~=-M.~ =:=t!:n.-:e:1,. h~~ 
J.~W•n..M O Jt,.._,.....tlr.,,.:ib ll....,.,,-...-,.)1~. 

W Ut.l~NN"INU_M_at._,'l~D-(1....,t• ,,. ..... ,..,...,,.._,_ • • r.- .-.. .. ,p, 
.... , ....... « 
Spinal, Nervous, Female, Digestive, and Hernial Weaknesses, by his Unrivalled 

S)'Stem of Mechanical SuJJjJOrt. 
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The "Gettysburg Lincoln" 
by Alexander Gardner, 8 November 1863 

FOR THE FIRST TIM£, photography 
and Lincoln collectors can obtain an 
Imperial salt ph01ograph of Alexander 
Gardner's famous Lincoln imago 
[Ostendorf#77], lakco just I I days prior 
to the Clcicy,burg Address. 1bttc is no 
more powerful Image of Lincoln to be 
had! Truly, as Lincoln said, "then: is 
the animal himself." 

OUR COLLODJON GLASS WET• 
Pl.A TE, din:ctly derived from the 
destroyed original imperial-format glass 

pl&IC, was made to produce salt and albumen phOlographs. In fact, IIIX 
time you have a:g: seen this image of Lincoln, its original derivation 
was our coUodion glass plate! 

ONLY ORIGINAL METHODS have been used in this productioo
lhc vciy same methods that Gardner himself would have used in making 
such photographs. II is exactly these methods that bring us the 
evocative nature of a 19th century photogn,ph. The siz.e h&S an 
unbelievable impact, bringing Lincoln "to life"- war-weary wrinkles, 
pom. and alll This cannot be a more engaging photo! 

THIS PHOTOGRAPH has a clarity and riclmess that can l1li1x be 
produced from an original carly wct-plale. Thc,-c is much in Lincoln's 
face that our photos will reveal which you have oot seen befo,c: 
Individual whisk.c:rs; pcnelnlling eyes: an incredible skin quality; an 
unusual definition to the tic ond eoat, and more. 

TilA T TIUS IS DERIVED from the gl&SS plate is rnotn apparent. The 
collodion process used is clearly viSJ'blc, &S Is the edge of the glass plate. 

11IE PRODUCTION is by France Scully Ostcnruin. a specialist and 
educator in wet-plate collodion photOSJ11phy and editor of77ie Collodiorr 
JounroJ and Marte Ostennan. photogn,pbic process historian. They are 
two oftbc leading fashlonen oftbe long lost salt photogn,pb from 
original plates; and it is their skill that allows you to own such a life.like 
image ofUncoln. 

THESE ARE STRICTLY LIMITED to37S Numbcied Prints and 85 
Publisher's Proofs, each on Aulbentic Salt1)rint paper, mounted to a 
100% acid-free backing, Presented in a protective 3/4 leather and linen 
portfolio, with overlaid gold-stamped leather panels. The portfolio is 
lined with acid-free paper. Included ii a wealth ofhistori.cal material 
about the prinL 

WE GUARANTEE that lhcsc photographs will delight you; but if not, 
your money will be immediately refunded. A Certificatc ofUmitation 
will accompany each photogn,pbic prinL The photogn,ph h&S been 
discretely blind-munpcd, so future gmerations will not believe they 
wa-e produced by Gardner himself in the I 860s. 

THF.SE PRINTS will duplicate exactly what Gardner's artistic eye 
~ U$l0~ wm hi$ plate. II islb1:iiquivalen1ofany 19tbQCOtury 
photogn,pb and shows you what lbe contemporary public migl,t have 
viewed, if'lhey bad been produced. We predict tha! these phocogn,phs 
will become even more valuable to future collectors. 
TIME PAYMENT PLAN AV All.ABLE. 

Numbered, Limited Edition 11" x 14" Original Photogn,ph 
on• 16" x 20"Mount ........................................................... $3,750.00 
Select Artist's Proof .............................................................. SS,750.00 
Deluxe Archival Frame with custom velvet mats and 
UV light protection glass (&S above) ..................................... Sl,250.00 

For Mott Jnrormalloa or to Order• Pbotograpll, Connet: 

Abraham Lincoln Book Shop, Inc. 357 W. Chicago Ave., 
Chicago, IL 60610 // 312/944-3085.. .. 312J944.SS49 (fax) 

Checks and Money Orders accepted via mail. 
Visa and MastctCard accepted via lax, ph<)nc, mail or use our secure 

web site at www.ALincolnBookShop.com 
Shipping and Handling will be charged, via UPS. 

Illinois r,:sidents add 8. 75% sales tax 



~notbtr ~rtat jf inb! 

J 
ohn E. Washington was lhe first African American to write a major book on Abraham Lincoln 
- They Knew Lincoln (New York: E.P. Dutton & Co., L942). Washington was raised by his 
grandmother in Washington D.C. in the shadow of Ford's Theatre. He received a degree from 
Howard University and entered the practice of dentistry. 

In his spare time, Dr. Washington studied the life and times of Abraham Lincoln. He was 
particularly interested in Lincoln's interaction with people of color. The result of these 

investigations was They Knew Lincoln. an excellent work that explored African Americans who 
knew Lincoln. The book was an important work, being published at a time when African 
Americans were in the midst of the struggle to gain civil rights. 

The book itself is rather scarce. Signed copies even more so. The whereabouts of 
Washington's research materials were completely unknown. That is, until recently! Rail 
Splitter Editor Dan Pearson recently ran across a book inscribed to Dr. Washington on an on
line book listing service. CaUing the dealer iO Annapolis, Maryland, Dan asked if he had any 
other Washington material. He In fact did. The dealer stated that he had purchased a large 
portion of Washington's library from a real estate agent from Annapolis. The agent round the 
material abandoned in a local house he was selling. Dan and fellow Rail Splitter Chuck Hand 
were able to purchase a large number of books and pamphlets inscribed to Washington, 
books bearing his ownership signature and/or reading notes, and various other ephemera. 
Among the treasures was the February 1942 Lincoln Herald in which R. Gerald McMurtry 
reviewed They Knew Lincoln. The review was rather critical, and Washington apparently 
took oUense at McMurtry's repeated use of the word "negro" without capitalizing the let
ter "N." On the front wrapper Washington wrote "Rabid Negro-hating Editorial Staff." 

A long-lost library in once again in the hands of Lincoln lovers! 

In the nm mae of The Rall s;utter, Robert Sterflnll ~• the Political legacy of the tint 
Republican to ran for Praldent- a brief Uncoln opPQnent In 1864 -J.o.b Ch.,,_ Fremont. 
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